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Weapon advocates lose in court
By John Nolan
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI — Activists who
want the right to carry concealed
weapons in Ohio said yesterday
that they hope to increase pressure on the Legislature now that
the Ohio Supreme Court upheld
the state's ban on carrying hidden weapons.
Cincinnati private investigator
Chuck Klein, who lost on
Wednesday when the court
rejected his lawsuit challenging
Ohio's ban, said concealed-carry

advocates will seek a bill allowing the hidden guns or will lobby
for passage of a state constitutional amendment.
Plaintiffs also are considering
asking the Ohio Supreme Court
to reconsider its ruling, appealing to the U.S. Supreme Court or
starting a new court challenge to
Ohio's ban, Klein said.
"As long as we've got options,
we'll pursue them," he said.
Gun-control
advocates
praised the Ohio Supreme
Court's ruling that said the ban

for their safety.
Klein said the lawsuit had
been filed in an effort to pressure
state lawmakers into legalizing
the carrying of hidden weapons.
A Hamilton County Common
Pleas court ruled against the
ban, a decision that was upheld
by the 1st Ohio District Court of
Appeals.
Proposals in the Legislature to
allow concealed-carry have
stalled, with some lawmakers
and police agencies arguing that
allowing hidden weapons could

does not conflict with the state
constitution's guarantee (hat
people can arm themselves for
self defense.
"We have to have a right to
reasonably regulate for the public's safety," said Toby Hoover,
executive director of the Ohio
Coalition Against Gun Violence.
Klein and four others filed suit
in 2000 claiming that they have
the right to go armed to defend
themselves. They say their jobs
sometimes take them into
neighborhoods where they fear
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put the public and police officers
at risk.
Forty-four other states allow
people to carry hidden weapons,
mostly
with
restrictions.
Vermont does not require a
license or permit.
Cincinnati hairdresser Vernon
terrier, who joined Klein as a
plaintiff in the lawsuit, is planning to walk with friends and
supporters Sunday afternoon in
his neighborhood while wearing
unconcealed firearms.
Others may show up for and

against the cause and the crowd
could number in the hundreds,
Renter said yesterday.
He said his protest is intended
to demonstrate that while carrying unconcealed weapons is
permitted, it could put wearers
at risk of arrest for inducing
panic or of attack by people who
might try to take the guns.
"I had eight guys try and take
my gun away from me one night,
because I was earning it openiy."

?
sing your right?

BRIEFING
UCF Center seeking
volunteers for
upcoming Fall Break

tion of students vote

The UCF Community and
Spiritual Development Center is
seeking volunteers for two different trips over Fall Break.
According to a press release,
one trip is to Detroit, where 12
students will have the opportunity to volunteer at an emergency
shelter for the homeless or abused
women and children, give out
|bod for the hungry and help at an
addiction suppon center.
The other trip is to the
Appalachian region of Kentucky
where 12 students will help people with home repair work and
learn about poor families in
Kentucky. The release said these
trips are designed to give students
an alternative trip for Fall Break
and also to engage them in service
and cultural emersion.
According to UCF Director, Rev.
Dr. Diane Christopherson, these
trips will allow students to leam
about poverty; race, class, gender
and reflect on what that has to do
for us as individuals in Bowling
Green.
Rev. Dr. Christopherson recently visited the site in Kentucky and
said the living conditions are like
the ones she saw in Haiti.
"Unbelieveable the things people are living in." she said.
UCF is also looking for two
graduate students for each group
to help students reflect on their
experiences and facilitate discussion groups.
The cost of the trip is $65 per
person. Vans will depart from
Bowling Green Oct. 8, and will
return the evening of Oct 12.
To reserve a spot contact Diane
Christopherson at 419-308-4670
or Jason Wells-Iensen at 419-3527534.
— Ryan Reiterman

Statistics prove that many college aged students are not exercising their constitutional right to vote.
Half of United States citizens between the ages of 18 and 24 are registered to
vote. This is the lowest percentage for any age group in the nation.
The 2000 census showed that 50.7 percent of citizens ages 18 to 24
ere registered to vote. The group with the highest percentage are
those aged between 65 and 74 with 78.8 percent registered.
Citizens in the younger age group have many reasons for not registering. Reasons range
from lack of time to lack of interest. Often
they claim diat dieir one vote does not
count.
"Look at what happened in the
2000 Presidential election. Every vote
counts," said Sara Kaminski, who is
president of the College Democrats. "Too
many college students choose the "my
vote doesn't count" attitude, which is
precisely why we are overlooked as a
constituency. If we all registered and got
out to vote, legislators would be pay
ing us far greater attention."
Dan Brown, president of the
College Republicans agreed,
"Coundess other candidates have
won and issues passed by a narrow
margin of votes. Each vote is
extremely important and yours
could be the deciding vote."
Groups on campus are working to get more young people
signed up to vote. The office of
campus involvement is sponVOTING, PAGE 2

CROP Walk to be
held Sunday
The second annual Bowling
Green CROP Walk will be held
Sunday with the goal of helping to
end hunger around the worid.
Each walker is asked to have a
sponsor for the event. Funds provided by sponsors will be used to
help those in need of food and
shelter in the United States and
other countries.
Eleven area churches and the
United Christian Fellowship will
be participating in the event,
although all community members are encouraged to take part
in the walk.
Last year, proceeds from the
first CROP Walk totaled $4,575.
This year, organizers are setting
CROP WALK. PAGE 2

Johns Hopkins involved in
new study using robots
By Foster Khij
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAITIMORE — The newest
staff member at Johns Hopkins
Hospital stands just over five feet
and looks like an oversized vacuum cleaner with a video screen
for a head.
"Dr. Robot" is pan of a study at
Hopkins that asks: If a patient's
own doctor isn't physically avail-

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
fromweather.com

able, would that patient rather
see and talk with their doctor
through an interactive robot or
see a substitute physician in person?
Dr. Louis Kavoussi, who is
conducting the feasibility study,
says the answer, so far, favors Dr.
Robot
"All these patients have a preexisting relationship with me,"

said Kavoussi, a professor and
vicechairman of Hopkins' urology department. "So this is not an
impersonal visit. I know them....
They'd absolutely rather see me,
even if it's virtual."
The study, which will involve
about 40 patients, is designed to
DR. ROBOT, PAGE 2
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NEW TECHNOLOGY: A doctor appears on the monitor of an Intouch
Health robot as he moves the robot between patient's rooms.
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Bin Laden aide may not face life
By Larry Neumeister
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — A reputed top
aide to Osama bin laden who
attacked a jail guard while awaiting trial in the 1998 embassy
bombings could serve fewer than
20 years in prison for the stabbing a judge ruled yesterday.
U.S. District Judge Deborah A.
Bans said she found Haws in the

government's
theory
that
Mamdouh Mahmud Salini
planned to take hostages in a terrorism-related escape attempt in
2000.
Baits said there was no evidence that Salim acted with people outside the United States,
thus there was insufficient evidence that Salim's conduct
amounted to a federal crime of

terrorism.
At the time of the assault, Salim
was in jail awaiting trial on conspiracy charges in the attacks on
two U.S. embassies in Africa in
1998. The bombings killed 224
people, including a dozen
Americans. He has yet to be tried
in the bombings.
Salim testified during his trial
that he attacked the guard to get

"What if the patient says... Can this robot examine a belly?"
STEPHEN SCHOENBAUM. DOCTOR FROM THE COMMONWEALTH FUND, ON THE HUMAN CONTACT LOST BY USING
ROBOTS IN MEDICAL PROCEDURES

Unavailable doctors replaced
by robots who act as first step
DR. ROBOT, FROM PAGE 1

gauge patients' attitudes toward
Dr. Robot.
Kavt nissi, a member of the scientilic advisory board for
InTouch Health Inc., the company that makes the robot, said he is
optimistic the robot is going to
be accepted by patients as a
mechanism to interact with their
physicians

if successful, the study will be
followed by a larger one, with
more patients at multiple hospitals, to make sure the can rendered by the robots is equivalent
to in-person care. The current
study is expected to be completed in October.
Kavoussi said the robots could
one day be used to help treat
patients when it's not possible to
send in physicians, such as in
military operations and natural
disasters.
With the robot — which has
infrared sensors, a movable video
screen, a zoom video camera, a
microphone and a speaker —
doctors can examine patients
from hundreds of miles away,
using a joystick and an Internet
connection.
"You get a lot of information
from looking at a patient's face in
terms of how they're doing —
their gestures, their aura,"

Kavoussi said. "All that can come
across very, very well" through
the robot.
Dr. Stephen Schoenbaum of
I he i iommonwealth Fund a private foundation that supports
research on healthcare policy
and counts as a member the
president of lohns Hopkins
University, said the robots can't
replace human contact.
"What if the patient says, I'm
having a lot of pain in my stomach?' Can this robot examine a
Ixily?" Schoenbaum said.
But he concedes the robot
could bean important first step in
treating patients who are in
places where doctors can't be
physically.
"What you're really talking
about here is how do you bring
sophisticated medical services —
not to people sitting in 1 lopkins
hospital, where they can get them
anyway — but to people who
don't have that advantage?"
Schoenbaum said.
Dr. Eric Dobkin. director of the
surgical intensive care unit at
1 lanford I lospital and an associate professor of surgery at the
University of Connecticut said
the robot could be useful for
physicians who wanted to
answer their patients' questions
while they were traveling. "The
risk to physicians is that we'd be

i

tempted to always be looking at
our patients and wouldn't be able
to relax," Dobkin said. "I also
imagine that there's a group of
patients who would feel it was too
impersonal. ...They'd rather have
a human (being) touch and
examine them.
"There is a role for robotics,"
Dobkin said. "But I don't think it
could substitute for a physical
examination."
Kavoussi said there are still a
lew technical problems: recently,
engineers had to be called in
when the chain link mechanism
on one of the front wheels got
jammed. But he said the robot's
real-time" interaction has
impressed many patients.
When the robot rolled into
Elizabeth Mints' room after her
kidney surgery, she said she was
surprised to see how clear
Kavoussi's image appeared on
the video monitor and how easily
she could communicate with
him through the robot.
"If he can't be there in person,
this is a good substitute. You
could see him smile and laugh
when 1 said a couple things," said
Mints, a 56-year-old retired police
officer from Edgewater. "It made
it seem not like you were talking
to a machine. You got a sense that
Dr. Kavoussi was on the other
side."

his keys so he could enter a
locked attorney conference room
and attack two of his lawyers. He
said the lawyers had refused to
quit the case even after he fired
them.
The defense had sought a sentence of as little as 14 years in
prison after Salim pleaded guilty
to conspiracy to murder and
attempted murder in the stab-

bing. Prosecutors wanted a life
sentence to as little as 17 years
and six months in prison or up to
21 years
The judge said sentencing
guidelines call for Salim to be and
10 months for stabbing Louis
Pcpe at the Metropolitan
Correctional Center.
Pepe cannot read or speak as a
result of the attack and will likely

require 24-hour care for life.
Marvin Smilon, a spokesman
for U.S. Attorney lames B. Comey,
said prosecutors had no immediate comment on yesterday's ruling.
Defense attorney Richard Lind,
Salim's attorney, called the ruling
a "tremendous victory" for his
client.

Crop Walk continues to be
a tradition since late 60s
CROP WALK. FROM PAGE 1

their sights a little higher.
"We'd like to raise $9,000." lo
Vernon, one of the organizers of
the CROP Walk. said. "We hope
to haw 150 walkers."
Judy Wilbargcr is a co-chair for
the walk, along with Vernon.
"We did well last year, but
hope to do even better this year,"
Wilbarger said.
All of the proceeds benefit the
light against hunger in different
regions of the world — 25 percent of the funds will go to the
Bowling Green Christian Food

Pantry, 25 percent will be sent to
other countries, and 50 percent
benefits other areas in the
nation.
"We're doing our little part to
help," Vemon said.
Vernon and Wilbargcr decided
to bring the CROP Walk to
Bowling Green two years ago.
"We met with people from the
Church World Service a few
years ago, and they hinted that
Bowling Green didn't have a
CROP Walk," Wilbarger said.
The Church World Service has
been holding CROP Walks since
1969 around the country.

Originally, CROP was an
acronym for the Christian Rural
Overseas Program, and the goal
of the program was to assist
Midwest farm families share
their grain with the hungry in
Europe and Asia. However, the
acronym has lost its significance
with time, as the program now
benefits both urban and uiial
areas. Today, CROP Walks are
held in about 2,000 communities across the county.
The walk will begin at 2 p.m. at
the Montessori School and will
follow the Slippery Elm Trail.
—Allison Halco

College Democrats work to get
more students registered to vote
VOTING, FROM PAGE 1

soring a voter registration
contest that is aimed at getting
all of the groups on campus
involved in the effort.
The College Republicans are
participating in the voter registration drive on campus as well
as for all of Wood County. They
also always have forms at all of
their promotion tables.
The College Democrats
helped students get registered at

their table in the Union this past
week. Next week the table will be
moving to the Education
Building steps. They are also
leading a door-to-door campaign in residence halls.
"Registering to vote is the first
step toward electing officials
who will represent their interests Those who do not register
cannot vote. If they cannot vote,
then they will not get changes
made," said Kaminski.

register is Oct. 7. Those wishing
to register or change their
address in order to vote in the
upcoming Bowling Green election must complete a form
before that date.
"It is extremely important that
students register to vote because
it is a duty of every American to
take an active part in their government by exercising their right
to vote and not taking it for
granted." said Brown.

Wood County's deadline to

■"--
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THE ROAD TO RETIREMENT
MAY SEEM SMOOTH,

WE KNOW CUSTOMER
OPINIONS WILL INFLUENCE
THE FUTURE OF OUR STORE.

BUT IT'S LITTERED WITH TOLLS.
Fees. Charges. Hidden costs. Over time these things can erode the retirement
savings you're working so hard to build. Contact us, a company known for keeping
costs low. It ain't a tree ride, but it's close.
TIAA-CREF.org or call 800.842.2776

If you are in the bookstore during these
times, please take a few minutes to give your
feedback about the importance of various
bookstore operations and your satisfaction
with the bookstore's product offerings,
services, and policies.
Tell us what you most value and what
needs improvement.
Managing money for people
willi other t/iings lo think about.

University Bookstore &
Peregrine Shop
9/26-10/9

IIAA ( H\ i
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COLLEGE STUDENTS TOP THREE MAGAZINES
(KRT) — According to a study by die Student Monitor, a
college student research group, Cosmopolitan, Maxim
and Sports Illustrated are the three most-read magazines
by college students. Not only are they the most read and
subscribed to magazines by college students.

CAMPUS

get a ]\fe
^■^^^^^

Pie calendar of events is taken from

8 ,i.m.i. p.m.
2003 Student Class Art
Inhibition

Presented bv the Student Glass
Club.
Union (killeries
10 a.m.-4 | • 111
T.L solini

Dorothy Ulier Bryan Gallery
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Through the Needle's I ye
Willanl Wankelman Gallery

I^K

10:30 a.m.
WebMail Upgrade and SPAM
and Offensive Content
filtering I lands-Un Session
I lands-on session to learn
about theWehmail upgrade
and SPAM and offensive content filtering capabilities available for H( iNet accounts beginning (Xtober 9.
126 Hayes

II a.m.-4 p.m.
ANO Promo Table
Sponsored by Aninie in
Northwest Ohio.
Union lx>bby

10 .i.in. i. |i.i11

Dance Marathon -Shirt Sale
Union Lobby
10:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Cedar Point Haffle
Sponsored by BGSU's National
Student Speech, language and
I learing ASSOC
Union Ivbliy

11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega Hake Sale
Education Htti/ding Steps
11

. i. i ii

1

11.111.

11 a.m.-5 p.m.
Precious Stones Info, lable
Union Lobby

7-11 p.m.
Musicians (luild Concert
Union Ballroom

8 p.m.
"C Ker the River and Through
theWoods" by loe Dil'ietro
The loving and sometimes
overbearing grandparents in
an Italian-American family
from lersey try every scheme
possible to keep their only
grandson from moving to
Seattle in this Broadway
comedy.
Tickets: SHI for Adult. Senior &
Students.(419) 372-2719 for
reservations.
Eva Marie Saint theatre

I lockey Information Table
Sponsored by the Athletics
Dept
Union lobby

11 p.m.
UAOMovte Ihe lulk
Union theater

THE CAMPUS BLOTTER
Wednesday. September 24:
A former student was asked to
leave Founders and told if he returned,
would be charged with criminal Irespassing.
The officer found several vehicles
broken into in Lot 12.
An ill student trom Bromfield was
transported to WCH by BGFD
Ambulance.
An ill student from Mac North was
transported to WCH by BGFO
Ambulance.

Brittany Roberts. Toledo, and
Matthew Entrup. Balavia were
involved in an accident
An ambulance was dispatched lor a
male subject experiencing chest pain
Aaron W. Wright, Springfield, Ohio,
was cited for speed on Alumni Or
Complainant reported that his laculty/staff parking decal was stolen
trom his vehicle while it was parked in
LotP
Landon C McCarroll. Reynoldsburg.
Ohio, was cited tor disobeying a traffic

control device in Lot G.
Lindsey M Fratus and Jessica
Zweigart. both ol North Olmsted. Ohio,
were cited for possession of drug
paraphernalia.
lesse C. Schmalzned. Belleville.
Mich. will be cited lor possession of
drug paraphernalia
Requester reported that a male student iniured his ankle on the basketball court next to Lot K.
BGPO requested a UPD unit to
assist in blocking off S. College.

Race-based bake sale
ended by university
By Linda K. Wertheimer
I H t

D A I i fl S M 0 W fl I f, I

N

flu' sign said white males had
to pay SI for a cookie White
women: 73 cents. Hispanics: .">II
cents. Blacks: a quarter.
ihe
evem
fuesdaj
al
Southern Methodist Universltj
was no I'lA hake sale.
It was a conservative student
groups attempt al making a
political statement, and ii caused
such a stir that SMU shut it down
aftei 45 minutes,
The Young Conservatives of
[exas chapter ran iis so-called
"affirmative action hake sale In
protest the useol raceorgendei
as a factor in college admissions
i onservative groups have held
similar sales al colleges around
the country since February
Group leaders saj thej were
onlj making a point while exei
(ising their freedom of speech,
hut a black student who filed a
discrimination complaint will)
SMU said Ihe hake sale was
offensive. SMU officials said thej
halted the event because it creal
ed a potentially unsafe situation

veai SMI I law Student and leadci
ol the conservatives' group, said
the event didn't gel out of hand
and dial ai the most,a dozen students gathered around the table
ol sugar and chocolate chip
cookies and other baked treats.
"W'e copied what's been done
al multiple campuses around
the country to illustrate our
opinion i if affirmative action and
how we think Irs unfair," said
Rushing, chairman ol Young
Conservatives ol fexas al SMII
and for Ihe stale.
Chapters of the group held
similar hake sales ai the
UniuTsiiv ol lexasal \usdn and
fexas VS-M University this
month. Both schools allowed the
events, citing nee speech poli
cies.

llieu com ems lo SMII officials.
"When I saw this, I was like, ' I
can't believe they let you guys
post iins.' she said. "I fell they
wen- attempting to make
I lispanfes and blacks feet interior, We jinn|Ht1 over the same
hoops in gei there."

SMU's freshmen class this year
is one ol iis most diverse ever —
_'ll percent are minorities.
Overall, minoriiv enrollment
among Ihe school's 10,000-

member siudem body is 19 percent.

by unequal college admissions
policies for whites and minority.
groups
Mall I Illusion, a sophomore.

Before the hake sale brouhaha, SMII already was planning a
forum so students and others
could debate the aftermath of
the recent U.S. Supreme Court
ruling mi affirmative action.The
court ruled in lime that universities could use race- as a factor ill
admissions under limited condilions The ruling changes the
landscape in lexas, where universities have been banned from
using nice as a factor since IHJKj.
"We value free speech, and I

said the group's sign, which listed

think our record here shows free

for students.

puces for the Heals hy the race
and sex of buyers, was not a

"Ihis was not an issue about
tree speech." said Tim Moore.
director of the Hughes-Trigg
Student Center. "It was really an
issue where we had a hostile
environment being created thai
was potentially volatile"
During the bake sale students
were crowding around the table
ouiside the student center, and
several began to get into a shouting match, Moore said.
David C. Hushing, a second

dom of expression is important
to tin' academic community and
especially this one," said lames

said.
'My reaction was disgust
because ol the ignorance ol
some SMII students," Houston
said, who is black. "ihev were
arguing that affirmative action
was solely based on race Its not
based on race. It's based on
bringing a diverse community to
a certain organization."
He and Ramhiia lone1-, a 20year-Old junior, holh expressed

Rushing, 23, said the events
strive lo give students a sense of
the Inequality he says Is created

learning tool, It was offensive, he

i aswell, SMU's vice president of
student affairs
Ihe students organizing the
SMII event said they meant no
offense
lo gel permission for selling
up. students said only that they
were holding a hake sale.
lot the record, die SMU sale
was a Hop. ai least financially.
Ihe group ended up selling just
three O »ikies, raising S150.
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Party Mart

locus! on S Mlln In Big Ins Plan

Want to filter your email messages and be able to

352 9259

Smirnoff Ice Mm $2.19

REMOVE SPAM &
OFFENSIVE
CONTENT?

Mike's Hani
lemonade i ■>
labattn*

*___
$6.99
$7.99

i »/<%./ Matural case

f4p( light $9.99
Coors light n ok $9.99
Miller lite w»k $11.99
Keystone zonk $11.99
Bud

This will be possible lor BGNel accounts beginning Thursday. October 9th. An upgrade
will provide a new Interlace lor WebMail and will Introduce the Intelligent Inbox.

casa

light $15.99 i
Keg Taps, Ice. Snacks
Delivery avail, on Special Orders

THE INTELLIGENT INBOX

I IIIICBS saatacl la Chilian

BG's #1 Party Store
is a powerful tool thai will allow BGNet email users server-level mailbox filtering
(allowing filtering of items such as SPAM and offensive content), a vacation
notice feature, mail forwarding and mail blocking feature. These features are
available for each BGNet account and are disabled until each user learns about
the features and enables each feature to their own specification.

Student Support Services

Sessions to learn about these new capabilities are being ottered. All faculty, staff, and

students are encouraged to attend:

We need you to help make a difference!

DEMONSTRATION SESSIONS

Tutors Needed

In these sessions, Ihe Intelligent Inbox and the WebMail upgrade will be
demonstrated. The sessions will be held in the Bowen Thompson Student Union
Theatre. No registration is required.

All subjects, especially the sciences, math,

9/30- Tuesday @ 9:30 a.m, - 10:30 a.m.

statistics, business, etc.

10/2- Thursday @ 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

HANDS-ON SESSIONS
These sessions will be held in labs, allowing those in attendance to try out the
new WebMail Interface and Intelligent Inbox. Registration is required for these
sessions and each session is limited to 20 participants. Registration for a
session may be made by contacting ITS via Sharon Shirkey at 419-372-2911 or
shtrkey2@bgnet. bgsu.edu

Requirements: at least a sophomore, 2.8 GPA or higher,
A or B in class wanting to tutor
Come to 405 Saddlemire for an application or

9/26- Friday @ 10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. in Hayes 126
9/29- Monday @ 3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. in Psychology 103
9/30- Tuesday @ 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. in Olscamp 207

A

call 372-2677 for more information

10/1- Wednesday @ 9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. in Hayes 126
10/2- Thursday, @ 3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. in Education 213

Student Support Services

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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QroTKiworon:

OPINION

"Wise men talk because they have something to say; fools, because they have to say
something."
PLATO
(bttmqNMuoai)

Students need to take voting seriously
Then: is a lack of college age
students Uiat have taken the initive to register to vote.
According to today's BG News
article on page one "Excepting
your right." "people who are not
registered to vote can not vote. If
they can not vote, then they will
not get changes made," said Sara
Kaniinski. President of College
democrats.
More college age students
need to get more involved in
their government and take some
interest in who is running our

country and the issues that are
affecting people their age.
The interests of college students might never get heard if
they do not take the initiative to
go out and learn who is running
for president or of issues that are
affecting students even on this
campus if they do not go out and
vote.
I lowever, even if the campus is
successful in registering people
to vote forthe upcoming election, that is not enough. Students
can register to vote and mark a

box on a ballot sheet but if they
do not know what they are marking, then what is the use?
It is useless to register people
to vote if they do not take an
active interest in voting.
According to the 2000 census,
there is just a little more than 50
percent of people between the
ages of 18-24 that even take the
time to register to vote. But even
if more people in this age group
do register to vote they need to
understand to take it seriously
because of several issues that will

affect them because these decisions will affect them once they
go into the workforce.
Social Security is one issue
that faces college students. For
any student that has had a job in
the past or currently has a job,
they should understand that an
amount is taken from their paychecks for Social Security. There
is a prediction that once the current generation gets to the age
where they are able to collect
Social Security it might be gone,
unless, people excercise their

LKIIKIVS10 INK EI>1T()[{ PEOPLE
University
students really
do have pride
In our minds we are overcome
with disappointment. However,
deep within, our hearts still
pump pride and gratitude. In
conclusion to Saturday's football
game with defending National
Champion Ohio State Buckeyes,
none of the Falcon faithful exited
the stadium without applauding
the team as thev walked off the
field.
Furthermore, I encountered a
BG-SU cheer while entering the
stadium. In the end, everyone in
Columbus knew who we were
and the fact that we deserved to
be there. Not only did we gain
respect, but we also left our mark
in history.
If you lose, you lose and if you
win. you win. But say what you

Students only
need to get
minimum plan
Everybody keeps talking about
how they get ripped off by
Dining Services, but I haven't
heard much about the fact that
students who buy any plan higher than the minimum are ripping themselves off by giving free
loans to the University.
If your parents take care of your
finances, rip this article out and

want, I believe there are moral
victories. I know each and every
person carried a pessimistic attitude at one point in time that
Saturday. But have you ever
walked by someone who had a
disgruntled look on his or her
face and simply smiled at him or
her? In the event of our loss, that
was the least we as fans, friends
and family could do. The players
and coaches might not want to
physically accept the support
after a heartbreaking defeat, but
deep down inside them a small
flame continues to burn. It is
here that a players desire to play
the game and win, in addition to
moral support from us (non
competitors), that counts as a
victory.
Without fans, the importance
of the game dwindles.
Without players there is no
game as well as no reason for
spectators. Without players AND
patrons, there is no experience.
And without victory, there may

not be satisfaction through the
mind, but still there lies (lie
immortal flame of passion and
appreciation burning in our
hearts.
This emotion was expressed as
I left Columbus. For me it was
the longest walk back to the car,
however, during that walk I did
not encounter a single BG fan
leaving with a heavy head. I
believe the team, University and
community has nothing to be
ashamed of. We shall march on
with our chins up and our heads
held high. The season will go on;
for we have a MAC tide to win. I
cannot emphasize my encouragement more than to come out
and support the Falcons. l£t us
continue in promoting a positive
experience here at BGSU.

give it to them. Otherwise, read
on. When you buy the BG Basic
meal plan for $250 more than
the minimum, what do you get?
You get to pay $250 more up
front to the University, and then
you get to spend it on their food
about 2 or 3 months later.
■Meanwhile, they can earn
interest on all of that extra
money they are collecting. Why
not use that S250 to buy yourself
food off campus? Or if you really
love Dining Services' food, Big
Charge food at the Union once
in a while and pay a month later
when the bill comes. The same
applies to the Feast and Ultimate

plans, except you pay even more
up front. So start making your
semi-annual checks to BG a bit
smaller, make a few cents of
interest in your savings account
while you wait to use it (or use it
as a buffer so you don't pay any
bounced check fees) and
instead of increasing your Flex
funds, you can increase your
W.G. Grinders, Subway or
Campus Pollyeyes funds — without giving a free loan to Dining
Services.

0NTHE STREET
If you had to describe
yourself using a flavor
of ice cream what
would it be and why?

A
BETHANYWHART0N
SENIOR, BIOLOGY

"Vanilla with Godiva
Liqueur, because I'm a
lush."

TYLER SW0RDEN
STUDENT

JOHN SHUTZE
STUDENT

LISAWHARTON
SENIOR, MUSIC
EDUCATION

"Vanilla with Bailey's,
see above."

TIA GRUBER
SENIOR, ART EDUCATION

"Vanilla, because "the
dude" likes white
russians."

http://www.krtcampus.com

right to vote to fight for Social
Security.
Students need to take and own
the responsibility that we are the
ones that will be fighting for our
futures. College men and women
have to realize that they will be in
the "real world" soon and that
things are not going to get better
unless we make them better.
Right now it is not even an
issue whether students vote on
measures concerning their
future. However, the real issue is
that men and women at the col-

lege level, for one reason or
another do not even take the
time to register to vote.
One step has to come at a
time. Students need to take
action and register to vote in
order to decide on issues concerning their futures.
If our generation is not concerned enough about their
futures to vote, nothing will get
accomplished. It's up to our
generation to take action in
order to get things changed. One
vote can make a difference.
Todays generation needs to

Terrorism'can be
looked at in many ways
•BRADEY
' WEAVER
Columnist
Terrorism is defined as the
use of violence and/or intimidation to achieve ends. Alright,
you want to know what I think?
I think terrorism is a great thing.
Please at least read the rest of
this article before you declare
me a raving lunatic and gather a
group of your buddies to kick
me into the next realm of existence. I like living on this planet
and think it would be nice to
stay for a while.
First, random and unprovoked acts of violence with no
purpose or goal in mind are disgusting and ridiculous.
Individuals who are using violence as its own purpose are disturbed and need to be institutionalized.
With any luck they will be
brought to the point where they
are no longer a threat to themselves and everyone else, and
can be released as a worthy and
functional member of society.
Without any luck, hey, at least
they have been contained.
Violence is never the best solution, but unfortunately we live
in a world where what's best
isn't what is.
There is a growing misconception in America that frightens me even more than these
acts of violence, it is the idea
that terrorists are only bad people with evil in mind. The truth
is the majority of people who
take up arms in an organized
fashion are fighting against
what they believe to be oppression. Fighting for freedom is the
main principle this country was
founded upon. No one can
convince me this is not a good
thing!
Resident Bush has used
both violence and intimidation
in the War on Terror, so by the
literal definition of the word he
is a terrorist. The administration told the U.N. that it would

CHRISTINA
GONZALEZ
SENIOR, INTEGRATED
LANGUAGE ARTS

become a void political body in
an attempt to intimidate the
governments of the world into
joining us. Our planes have
bombed Afghanistan and Iraq.
American soldiers are marching
as this is read in both of these
nations to intimidate the populations and if necessary, attack
them so they can be controlled,
(which is really not that different
from the order imposed by our
regimes). The point is that these
acts are terrorist acts, but their
purpose and their eventual outcomes, democratization and
freedom, are for the good of
mankind. Thus, the world is
being benefited by terrorism.
In regards to the negaUve
connotation of this word it is
my strong belief that terrorism
is only a matter of perspective.
Take a look at the sons of liberty,
back in die 1770s they went
aboard a British merchant vessel and threw tons of tea into
Boston harbor. What came after
that act of economic warfare is a
matter of some debate,
Americans calling it a revolution
and the British calling it a rebellion.
Regardless of which side of
that debate you are on, both
sides can obviously see that the
violence that occurred was
directed toward achieving an
ultimate goal: independence.
George Washington was called
the radical leader of a rabble
army during the fight; afterwards he was called Mr.
President.
So now we can see that one
person's freedom fighter is
another person's terrorist.
If you think about the issue
seriously, the only things that
separate our terrorists from
their terrorists are ethnocentrism, counterculture, and culture shock. On that note I wish
to leave you with a statement
direcdy from President Bush's
mouth, "All nations that fight
terror, as if the lives of their own
people depend on it, will earn
the favorable judgment of history-"
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OUT OF MY WAY: Oman
Aldridge tries to get around a
defender in a recent game.

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Falcons
face Zips
in MAC
opener

Women's
•st win
since last
year

Five BG players will miss
today's game due to a
violation of team policy,
Asst Director of Athletic
Communications Kris
Kamann confirmed. The
players are David
DeGraff, Matt Martjnka,
Eric Duda, Raul Dhaliwal
and Andrew KnolL

By Brandon Drake
SPORTS REP0RUR

The Falcons women's golf
team has started off this season
with stellar play from both
uppcii lassmen and freshmen.
last weekend. Bowling Green
captured the two round Butler
Fall Invitational at Fagle Creek
Golf Course in Indianapolis. Iiul.
on Tuesday.
The Falcons posted a tworound team score of 613. On
Monday, their first-day score
was 323 and they improved that
by three strokes on Tuesday by
finishing with a score of 320.
Both scores were the lowest
recorded by any ol the II teams
in the two-day tournament
Their team was 13 strokes bettei
than Western Kentucky (656)
and 19 strokes betler than
Western Illinois 1662).
The last tournament the
Falcons won was its own Falcon
Invitational on Sept 22.2002 at
Forrest Creason Golf Course,
I heir recent success started
early on ill the season, as they
placed well in their First two
tournaments before capturing
their first team victory. ()|x'ning
the 2003 season, they finished
tied for fifth place at the Cardinal
(lassie with a three-round team
score of 633. At the Falcon Fall
Invitational, the BGSU women
finished third with a 36-hole
team score of 631).
fenny Schnipke was the runner-up in the tournament and
finished with a score of 156
179,77). Julie Wise tied for fourth
with a score of 160 (7H.H2) and
kari I eggett finished tied for
ninth with a score of 163(85,78).
Also placing in the tournament lor the Falcons were
Amanda Schroeder, who placed
tied for 12th with a score of 164
(81,83) and Kari Evans finished
tied for 45th with a score of 181.
For Schnipke, this tournament was her Strongest finish
since lasl fall when she won the
Eastern Kentucky Invitational,
lulie Wise posted the highest finish of her career. I ler first-round
score of 78 was also a personal
low.
The Falcons get this weekend
off as they next travel to Ann
Arbor, Michigan to participate in
the Wolverine Invitational,
which will take place Oct. 4-5.

By Chris W*g
SPORTS REPORTER

The men's soccer (earn is on the
last leg of their journey as they hit
the road today. The Falcons travel
to Akron to take on the Zips. BG is
returning from a well-traveled
toad trip over the past two weeks
in which they went to Florida and
Las Vegas for their last two tournaments.
The games prior to today's game
have provided building blocks for
the primarily young team. The
Falcons are most recently coming
offa tough doubk' overtime loss to
the Runnin' Rebels of UNLV on
Sunday. The team is now 2-2-2.
With six games under their belt,
the Falcons will now begin playing
games that will have a direct effect
on their season because today's
game marks the beginning of MidAmerican Conference play. The
Falcons realize the importance of
these games and arc by no means
taking the Zips lightly.
The Falcons' schedule, which
had them competing against
NCAA powerhouse schools such
as UNLV and Cincinnati, was
designed to help the Falcons better
prepare themselves for the MAC
This year's schedule has had the
Falcons on the road for four out of
six games, and well propped for
conference games.
"We are excited to play Akron,"
Coach Mel Mahler said following
the UNLV tournament
Mahler and the Falcons have
good reason to be excited for conference play. So far this season the
team has only allowed seven goals
in six games, including two
shutouts.
Other than the play of the
defense, led by goal keeper David
DeGraff, the Falcons also have
some offensive weapons. Transfer
Omari Aldridge has provided a
great lift for the team, scoring three
goals this season. Paul Seip and
Paul Dhaliwal have two goals
apiece.
Following today's conference
opener, the team heads home to
play their first home game in nearly three weeks. On Sunday the
Falcons face off against the
University of Michigan at 3:30 pm.
at Cochrane Field

Eric Fertel BG TfcM

KICKIN' IT: Women's soccer player Leah Eggleton kicks the ball during the Falcons game against Wright State last weekend.

Women's soccer to
play Valpo and Toledo
By Kevin Shields
SPORTS REPORTER

After getting their first winning streak of the season going,
the Falcons will look to continue their success this weekend
against Valparaiso and Toledo.
This afternoon, the Falcons
will travel to Valparaiso and take
on the Crusaders, who have yet
to win a game this year with a
record of 0-7. However, they
have only lost a game by more
than two goals once this year
and are a team that coach Andy
Richards knows his team cannot overlook.
"We know a little about them
since we played them last year,
but we expect them to be a

competitive team and they'll be
hungry for a win," Richards
said.
Last season these two teams
met at Cochrane Field with the
Falcons getting a 3-0 win. On
Sunday afternoon, the Falcons
will then host arch rival Toledo
in a big Mid-American
Conference game at Cochrane
Field. The Falcons lead the all
time series, but have yet to beat
the Rockets at home.
The Rockets will come in
with a record of 3-5 on the year
and a MAC record of 2-2. Their
lop scorer on the year with fivegoals is Melissa I.esage and
WOMEN'S SOCCER, PAGE 6

Eric f ertel BG News

MY BALL: Keeley Dayton attempts to pass a Wright State
defender last weekend. The Falcons face Valpo. and Toledo this
weekend.

Hockey ready to
drop the puck

Spikers to host
IPFW, WMU
By lason A DIIOM
SPORTS REPORTER

The Bowling Green State volleyball team's loss to Ohio State
left a few things to be desired, so
they decided to cover a lot of
ground during practice this week
without traveling, of course.
Now, level-headedness and
priority take precedence this
weekend as the Falcons prepare
to host Indiana-Purdue Fort
Wayne tonight, and then open
up Mid-American Conference
play against Western Michigan
tomorrow.
"We have been working really
hard this week on our defense

By Kevin Shields
SPORIS REPORTER

and hitting, trying to get ready for
this weekend's matches," head
coach Denise Van DeWalle said."
Ohio State is in the past and we're
moving on. IPFW and Western
Michigan are both very good
teams, so we're looking forward
to them and not thinking about
last weekend."
The Falcons will meet IPFW for
only the fifth time, with one of the
teams looking to break a 2-2 tie in
the all-time series. Last year's
meeting, which was played in
Fort Wayne, Ind., saw the Falcons
VOLLEYBAli, PAGE 7

Ben Suftnger BG Nem

DEFENSE: Nadia Bedricky, left and Bridget Beers attempt to
block the ball against Murray State Sept. 12.
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It's once again time for Bowling
Green hockey to drop the puck,
and second year head coach
Scott Paluch's team will be looking to get the program back on
track.
"We want to be a team this
year that gets us back to where
this program should be at in the
CO IA and at the national level,"
Much said. "In years to come
here we want to be known as a
team that everyone is talking
about as a factor in the league."
The Falcons will return 18 letterwinners and will welcome
eight new freshmen to their team

}

this season, which marks the
20th anniversary of our national
championship team.
Last season, the Falcons finished 8-25-3 on the year and
eleventh in the CCI IA in Paluch's
first season as coach. It was a season filled with promise and many
close defeats that could have
very easily been wins. The team
only lost six letterwinners and
will return a big group of experienced players.
"I think with all our players
having gone through a year of
playing in key roles and along
with the experience they gained
HOCKEY. PAGE 6
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BG SPORTS PICK OF THE WEEK
Josh Kcmtak gets way too much publicity from us. He
was just in People on Hie Street, he's about to be in here
next week as a member of the Homecoming Court
(which a member of the BG News staff was conspicuously left off of) and now he's our guest picker. V* predict
hell go 1-5.

Northwestern at
No. 4 Ohio State

Prediction
Score
Rant

om

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

JAYME RAMS0N
Reporter

JOSH KONTAK
USG President

Ohio State
21-20
Another unnecessary heart attack
for Buckeye fans.

Ohio State
17-10
OSU can't win by
more than seven
points anyway

Northwestern

ZACH BAKER
Spurts Editor

DAN GEDNEY
Asst Sports Editor

Ohio State
29-19
Ohio State will be
higher than my hair
in this pic.

21-17 ^__
OSU is squeaking
out victories. It is
time for them to lose

Iowa St at
No. 20 Northern Illinois

Prediction
Score
Rant

Northern Illinois
41-10
Oh my my. oh hell
yes. NIU will be the
best. In this game.

Northern Illinois
38-20
Huskies keep on
climbing the ranks.

Northern Illinois
35-17
Huskies have a
chance to keep the
MAC streak alive.

Northern Illinois
35-24
The reign ot the MAC
upsets will continue

Toledo at
Syracuse

Prediction
Score
Rant

Toledo
26-13
Toledo is a bad—
you shut your
mouth.

Toledo
38-10
Rockets flying high
after last weeks
upset of Pitt.

Toledo
24-21
UT gets mad
because they have
to play in a dome.

Syracuse
45-28
BG's arch-rivals will
go down after last
week's upset

Central Florida at
Kent State

Prediction
Score
Rant

Central Florida
|
34-12
Central Florida has aj
good QB. good team, j
KSU has a good QB...

Central Florida
17-10
How did UCF randomly get placed in
the MAC?

Kent State
13-10
Kent State has the
home crowd (all ten
fans) behind them

Central Florida
48-14
Kent is the MAC'S
whipping-boy

Cincinnati at
Miami (OH)

Prediction
Score
Rant

Miami
77-56
OK class, one more
time. R-o-e-t-h-l-is-b-u-r-g-e-r.

Miami
42-28
Big Ben mows down
the Bearcats, pads
his stats as well.

Miami
44-22
Miami said they
won't need Ara's
grandson anymore

Miami
17-14
In a close game.
Miami will pull one
out.

Michigan
68-45
I got nothing numerous here..seriously. I
need a new picture!

Michigan
42-10
Michigan vents
their anger on a
Big Ten weakling.

! Michigan
38-12
Michigan beats up
on the bad teams.

17-7

17-7

Indiana at
No. 11 Michigan

Prediction
Score
Rant

RECORDS

14-10 (reporter)

Michigan
24-12
They will recuperate
from last week and
get a victory.
18-6 (guest)

Coppes leading the way for the Falcons
WOMEN'S SOCCER, FROM PAGE 5
their goalkeeper Molly Patterson
has won two of her last three
starts for the Rockets,
"I his will bea big MAC game
for us and ii always has a liiilo
extra spice to ii since they are our
rivals." Richards said. "I hey are a
very competitive ream and very
workmen like, so we know we'll

have ro continue out good play
to win."
liisi weekend, die Falcons
were able to sweep their two
weekend opponents and gel
their firsi MAC win againsi
\kron. I he team is injury free for
the firsi lime all season and has
themselves in position to makea
run at postseason play here now
al the halfway pount of the sea-

son with a MAC record of 1-1-1.
The top scorer going Into the
weekend for the Falcons is kristy
Coppes, who now has nine
points for the year, with a team
high four goals. \li Shingler has
won her last two names in the
net and onlv gave up one goal
last weekend.
"At this point in the year, we
are looking to continue our

What is PARAGON'/
The H6W CD by Paragon

strong play and try to keep working hard to improve the play,"
Richards said. "We need to keep
our MAC games as the top priority and we know that's our ticket
to the postseason play."
Today's game at Valparaiso is
al 5:30 p.m. and Sunday afternoon's game against Toledo will
take place at I p.m. at Cochrane
Field.

leers will rely
on returnees
HOCKEY, FROM PAGE 5
from last season will make our
depth very good, which will
make us a deeper team than last
season," Paluch said. "I feel we
have more guys who are capable
of scoring goals and the depth
will help us keep fresher legs."
The top three scorers will
return to the team this year with
team captain forward D'Arcy
McConvey, forward Mark Wires
and defenseman Kevin Bieksa.
They will be joined by Mike Falk,
who was one of the top freshmen
in the league last year and was
fourth on the team in goals.
Other big returnees will be forwards Steve Brudzewski, Ryan
Minnabarriet, Brett Pilkington,
Ryan Barnett, Ben Assenmacher,
Erik Eaton, Jim Tudor and
Brandon Piersol. Then on
defense, the returnees will be
Brian Escobedo, Don Morrison,
Chris Pedota, Taylor Christie and
Jon Sitkc,
In the net this season for the
Falcons will be junior Jordan
Sigalet, who led the team in wins,
save percentage and goals
against average last season.
Stepping in for Tyler Masters last
season, Sigalet became one of the
top goalies in the conference. His
backup will be Bob Frazee.
"Our success this year will
depend a lot on the play of Jordan
and he'll be asked to play a lot of
games this season," Much said.
"We feel he is ready to have a
good year and be one of the better goalies in the conference
again."
A newcomer to the team this
year will be sophomore Bryan
Dobek, whose dad was Bob
Dobek, a legendary hockey player for the Falcons in the 1970s. He
will be joined by freshmen goaltender Bobby Pruchnik, defenseman leremy Branson, forward
James Unger, forward Mark
Voakes, forward Rich Meloche,
forward Nick Lang, forward Dana
Hanson,
and
defenseman
Jonathan Sigalet, who is the
brother of goaltender Jordan.
"We think we got a good group

APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE NOW!

The Center for Interventions,
Treatment, ana Addictions
Research
in the Wright State
University
School of Medicine
is searching (or a consultant to
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ARE YOU READY FOR
HOMECOMING?

and good mix of players coming
in this year," Paluch said.
"Jonathan Sigalet will come in
with the ability to be a big impact
player right away and is a very
offensively gifted defenseman."
In the preseason polls, the
Falcons were picked 10th out of
12 in the CCHA by the coaches
and eleventh by the media. These
are rankings Paluch believes his
team can prove wrong and compares his team's rankings to those
of Ferris State last year, who went
on to win the league after being
picked ninth.
"Our goal is to prove that ranking wrong," Paluch said. "With
UAF two years ago and Ferris
State last year, that's clearly the
model that our program's looking
to do — to take a ranking that's
lower than you like and prove
that we deserve to be ranked
higher, and show the product on
the ice."
This year's schedule will begin
on the third of October with an
exhibition against the University
of Windsor at the BG Ice Arena.
Home opponents this year will
include Notre Dame, Union,
Miami, Niagra, Ohio State, Ferris
State, Findlay, Michigan State,
Lake Superior State and
Northern Michigan.
The Falcons will travel to
Northern Michigan, Notre Dame,
Lake Superior State, Cornell,
Colgate, Western Michigan,
Minnesota-Duluth,
Alaska
Fairbanks, Nebraska-Omaha and
Michigan.
Tomorrow the team will officially kick things off with the second annual Falcon Face-off at
5:45 p.m. Free t-shirts will be
given out to the first few hundred
students in the arena and there
will be an opportunity to meet
the team afterwards The team
will split into two teams and play
two 25 minute halves with a skills
competition at the half. Points
will be awarded to the teams
based on how they do in hardest
shot, fastest skater, and showdown competitions on top of the
points they have from the game.

Unfurnished
Units
with
Several
Locations
Available

serve as a local Regional
Epidemiologist on the Ohio
Substance Abuse Mom ton ng
Network IOSAM) OSAM is a
statewide substance abuse
surveillance system funded by tho
Ohio Department ot Alcohol and
Drug Addiction Services. Regional
Epidemiologists conduct tocus
groups with active and recovering
drug users, treatment providers,
and others as well as collect
statistical data to compile
epidemiologic reports on local drug
abuse trends every six months
Findings are presented at
statewide meetings. Consultants
can be compensated tor their time
up to 20 days per year. Additional
support is available to conduct
locus groups.

Requirements:

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooater Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.

RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260.
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30.
Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00.
w w w.j< t h nne w love realesta te.com

WE

DELIVERS

Master's degree in behavioral
sciences, familiarity and experience
with substance abuse and local
issues, experience conducting
locus groups and analyzing
qualitative data. Ph.D. in
behavioral sciences preferred.

For more information,
contact Deric Kenne. M.S. at
937-775-2066.
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Came see the Falcons bach in action
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Bledsoe, Plummer hot; Brunell not
Rob Vaughan and Jon
Goebel tell fantasy
football players who
they should start and
who they should
bench in week four.
By Rob Vaughan and Ion Goebel
GUEST REPORTERS

Week Three has come and
gone in the NFL with surprises,
surprises, surprises.
Rich
Gannon will not be repeating as
MVP this season, due to his 53
percent completion rate in the
early weeks.
The Browns
shocked the league by getting
into the end zone twice in the
same game. Week 4 brings on
some more intriguing matchups as well as bye weeks for
some key teams and players.
The liucs, Giants, Dolphins and
Seahawks all get a breather this
week and so be prepared to
bench Ricky Williams, I lot Head
Shockey, Shaun Alexander and
that stingy Bucs Defense.
Without further adieu, lets
check out Week Four.

Quarterbacks — Get this guy
in the game:
Drew Bledsoe had a rough
performance Sunday night
against the Miami defense, but
look for him to bounce back
against an Eagles defense which
is decimated by injuries on the
line and in the secondary.
Furthermore, with Travis I Ienry
ailing, look for Bledsoe to be airing it out nonstop.
lake Plummer came up huge
against a veteran Raiders
Secondary on Monday Night
Football, and look for the trend
to only get better, lake the
Snake is for real and he will eat
up the Detroit defense in
Denver Sunday. As we also saw
via his 49 rushing yards and
touchdown, the Snake can be
dangerous on the ground as
well.
Quarterbacks — Please
bench me, I'm not that good:
Mark Brunell can drive fantasy owners crazy with his inconsistencies and his injuries.
Starting him against the Texans
defense looks like a good
option, but if Brunell blows it,
look for MAC-standout Bvron

Leftwich to get his shot at glory.
On top of pressure from
Leftwich, look for the Jaguars to
give the Texans a steady dose of
Fred Taylor and the running
game and forgetting about the
pass altogether.
Running Backs — I can do it if
you put me in coach:
In friendly terms, William
Green has been mediocre early
in the season. However, the
Bengals run defense is susceptible to giving up some large performances and so expect a nice
performance from Green with a
couple of touchdowns. On top
of that, an ailing Holcomb may
want to hand off the ball instead
of getting drilled by Cincinnati
linemen.
Fred Taylor could be in for a
huge game because the Texans
are plagued by injuries. The
elusive Taylor must be licking
his chops after watching the
performance Priest "Farlv
Season MVP" Holmes had
against the Texans. Houston we
have a problem.
Running Backs — I'll ride the
pine this week coach:
Warrick Dunn and T.I.

Duckett are splitting time in
Atlanta and it's difficult for
either one to be consistent. On
top of that, they arc both going
up against a feisty Carolina
defense that made Alston and
Pittman look pretty bad. This
Falcon trio can shine the pine
this week.
Deuce McAllister is a good
running back having a quiet
season. Although he'll probably
turn it around, it won't be this
week against a tough Colts
Defense. New Orleans will
attack Indy by air and not by
ground. The Deuce won't be
loose this week.
Wide Receivers — I'll catch it
if you just let me play:
With Travis Henry bugged by
a rib injury and Drew Bledsoe
looking to break out after a
tough one Sunday night, look
for Eric Moulds to be livin' large
this week against the injured
Eagles defense. Moulds is consistent and with a bad game last
weekend, look for him to
bounce back with style.
Terry Glenn is a solid choice
against the not-so-good lets
defense. The Cowbovs are com-

ing off of a restful bye week anil
Glenn had a lot of catches in the
spotlight on Monday night iwo
weeks ago. Look for Mr. Glenn
to be blasting off against the
lets.
Wide Receivers — These gm s
couldn't catch a cold, let alone
the football:
Peerless Price is nor only
Peerless, but Worthless these
days. Without Mike Vick running the offense, Price is not
getting any looks. He caught
some passes last week, but for
miniscule yardage and still no
touchdowns ... he's gotta keep
the bench comfortable until
Vick returns.
Tim Brown is a shoe-in for the
NFL Hall of Fame, but he's no
longer a shoe-in to catch more
than two or three passes per
game. It took Brown until late
into the game to grab a pass
Monday night, and that was
with the Raiders losing and
passing the entire game!
Tight Ends and Kickers —
I lere's the scoop:
Although we know the best
tight ends are right here on the
Bowling Green campus, several

tight ends are having a great
start to the season too. The
Ravens' Todd I leap has become
a major target and focal point ol
the passing game, which complements the lamal Lewis rushing attack quite nicely I leap is a
must-start every week now.
regardless of the defense he
laces.

Tony Gonzalez has been really quiet, despite Kansas City's
early season dominance. I mils
for the Chiefs to get their All-pro
tight end back in the scheme.
lason Flam is a great kicker
and will get lots of chances
against Detroit in this necks
contest in Denver. The u,i\
Denver looked Monday night,
he'll kick six or seven extra
points as well.
Hopefully you enjoy our
thoughts and insights and your
fantasy Football learn is wiping
out opponents in the early part
of the season. Next week we'll
locus on who to pick up in case
of injuries and also which quiet
superstars will turn their sea
sons around after a slow start.

Falcons not worried about back-to-back matches
VOlLEYBAll, FROM PAGE 5

take a 2-0 lead only fall to the
Mastodons in diree straight sets.
Even though Kristin Gamby
has since graduated, the Falcons'
workhorse from that match produced 26 kills, BG (8-41 enters this
seasons match a muchimproved team.
"We're excited about this
match," right-side hitter Nadia
Bedricky said. "We're a different
team than last season and we're
ready to go out there and compete."
IPFW (8-6), the 2002 Division I
Independent
Division
Champions enter tonight's
match on a three-game losing

w

streak — the most recent coming
against Akron in the Wright State
last weekend.
Fifth-year head coach Kelley
Hartley and middle blocker
Fabiana Souza, who had 26 kills
in the loss to AU, leads the
Mastodons. BG will face the
Broncos on Saturday, following
their final non-conference match
of the regular season. WMU (7-4),
which defeated BG in four sets
during both of last season's meetings, holds a 16-24 advantage in
the all-time series against the
Falcons.
Head coach Cathy George is in
her 10th season at the helm for
the Broncos and her squad is led
by outside hitter Carmen

Malone. Malone is averaging 3.42
kills and 2.87 digs per game.
"The team is excited about
conference play," Van De Walle
said. "We aren't overlooking
IPFW, but we just can't wait to get
the conference season going.
This will be a good test for us,
because Western (Michigan! beat
Ohio State."
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hard."
Both matches are scheduled in

"I don't think that playing tun
matches in two days will bother
us, she said. "We're just ready to
get back on the court and play

!
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Vineyard
Church

Left-side hitter Susie Norris.
whose 136 kills have moved her
into fourth place on the falcons
all-time kills list with 1,293, says
the teams goal this weekend is to
"win both matches." Norris, who
has also moved into second place
on the all-time digs list with 1,344,
felt that they are not worried
about the back-to-back matches.
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We Do Mondays
Like No Place Else!

Calling all Bands
Battle of the Bands 2004
Applications are available at the

Enjoy a double order of
sieak. chicken, or combo
fa jiias (enough for iwo) for
jus* till And fros*y. 10 02.
Top Shelf or Caribbean
Margaritas are only *2*
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HOLLAND
6505 Cenfers Dr.
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liveliness Connection-170 Health Center and
are due October 7th liy 5pm
$200 prize to the winner
Battle to taSte place October 28«the Union

Questions contact the rVellness Connection 372-929
Sponsored by the rVellness Connection,
Student Health Service, and
BftCCHUS/GftMMA: Healthy lifestyles M
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calendar of events
Friday
10 p.m.
The Ordinary Way
Howard's Club H

IM
D E IT ER

10 p.m.
Scorch with Christopher Dale
Brewster's
10 pm
Eric Naussau with Hal
Easy Street Cafe
11 p.m.
UA0 Presents: The Hulk
206 Union

Saturday
lOp.m
The T-Shirts
Infinite Number of Sounds
Crimson Sweet
Howard's Club H
10 p.m.
Catwalk Blue
Brewster's
10 p.m.
Electrocolt Circus
Easy Street Cafe

Sunday
10 p.m.
Meeting Lions
Howard's Club H

Monday
9:30 p.m.
UA0 Presents: The Hulk
206 Union
10 p.m.
Carbon Leaf
Howard's Club H
Euchre Night
Easy Street Cafe

Tuesday
TBA DJ performing
Brewster's
9:30 p.m.
UA0 Presents: Charlie's Angels:
Full Throttle
206 Union
Comedy/Open-Mic Night
Easy Street Cafe

Wednesday
10 p.m.
John Scofield
Howard's Club H
Jazz Night
Easy Street Cafe

Thursday
10 pm
The Stepford Five with Miranda
Sound
Howard's Club H
The Calendar ol Events is
compiled by Sean Corp. Contact
him at scorp@bgnet.bgsu.edu

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
Howard's to host
national acts
On Friday, Sept. 19 at 10
p.m., Howard's Club H presents "Blues Band of the
Year" winner Magic Slim &
The Teardrops. On
Wednesday, Oct. 1, Grammy
nominee The John Scofield
Band will also perform.

H I

L

By Andrea WHhelm
PUISE ASSISTANT EDITOR

When |im Deiter isn't busy
taking graduate classes or
teaching an American
Culture Studies introductory
class at the Univeisity, h^
likes to skateboard. Fast.
Really fast
Jim isn't your average
skateboarder. Unlike the
skaters you may have seen
wheeling around campus
between classes or perfecting
their jumps off of stairways,
Jim prefers to skate downhill
at speeds of 55* mph.

Deiter began skating as a
kid in the late 70s. He started
off with just street and ramp
skating. After tearing up his
knee in 1991, he was no
longer able to do much trick
skating and as a result quit for
a number of years.
The mid 90s brought the
televising of X Games, gravity
games and the interest of
Deiter.
"Some of the featured
events the first couple of
years were the street boarders
and streetlugers, and I saw
them doing that and thought

to myself; 'gee/, that looks
like fun' and then I thought, 'I
can do that'." he said.
After watching skating on
television for a few years,
Deiter found a Web site
where people talked about
the different things you need
to do to gel started and what
equipment was required.
"I got in touch with a few
people who did it, bought the
equipment and went out and
tried it. I've been doing it ever
since," he said.
Speed boarding, as it's
referred to, requires standing

L
up on a larger board and riding downhill as fast as possible.

Many speed racers also
enjoy another hobby that is a
favorite of Deiters: streetluge.
Streetluge consists of lying
down on your back, three to
four inches off the ground
and steering a luge by leaning
side to side. After achieving
speeds ofupto75+mph,
you must stop with your feet.
Deiter has competed in
eight races total; all but one
underground races. Since
speed racing is not an official

sport, according to Deiter,
usually when you ride, it's on
a highway with traffic. Also, it
is not illegal in California to
ride a skateboard on a highway. So basically you must
find a road that is not heavy
with traffic and have a car follow behind you so nobody
comes up behind you.
"Most of the races I've been
in are just 20 guys getting
together, and each throw 20
bucks in a hat and we'll race
and whoever wins takes all
SPEED,PAGE 9

GRAPHICS AND LAYOUT BY MATT IVEY

Free stress with free entertainment at Test*
By Leijh Ann Mackenzie
PUISE WRITER

Stress and college never seem
to be far apart, especially with
midterms approaching fast. But
now, thanks to the Kappa Alpha
Order, students have a way to
relieve some of that stress, along
with the entire Bowling Green
community.
The first annual "Stress Fest,"
will take place Sept. 28 from
noon until 6 p.m. in the Sky
Bank parking lot located on
Clough Street.
The festival will include entertainment for all ages. Three
bands will be featured, including
Oval Opus as the headliner,

along with Fuse and Juke Joint
Saints. The younger crowd can
partake in the inflatable playgrounds, splash tanks, speed
pitching machines, golf cruppers, performance artists and
face painting.
There will also be a raffle in
which several prizes, provided
by local businesses, will be up
for bid. Fresh grilled food will be
provided by Jed's on Main Street,
who also donated wings for the
wing-eating contest in which
the winner receives a T-shirt and
trophy.
The festival, coordinated by
Bryan Joseph and Mark Fleisch
of the Kappa Alpha Order, will

raise money for The Muscular
Dystrophy Association, a voluntary health agency aimed at
conquering neuromuscular diseases that affect more than a
million Americans.
"We've been planning this festival since last February," loseph
said, "we normally do a golf out ing each year to raise money for
the MDA but this year we wanted to get more of the community involved."
The festival has done just that
so far, receiving support from
the University, 106.5 FM, Main
Street BG, The Chamber of
Commerce, Jed's, Wal-Mart, Sky
Bank. John Newlove Reality and

many other local businesses.
Not only will the festival raise
money for the MDA, but it will
also serve as a bond between
students and residents. "We
really wanted to try and bring
the campus and the community
together since they normally
separate themselves," Fleisch
said.
And with a lot of recent and
upcoming publicity, the turnout
for this charitable cause is
expected to be a large one.
"We've hit the campus pretty
hard with advertisements, so we
think the student turnout will be
pretty good," Fleisch said.
With a $2 entrance fee. dona-

KEEP YOUR FINGERS ON THE PULSE OF CAMPUS AT WWW.BGNEWS.COIlWPtlLSE

tion jars available and a large
turnout anticipated, the festival
is hoping to raise a substantial
amount of money for the MDA.
Helen Bowden, Program
Coordinator, MDA, said the
members of the Kappa Alpha
Older have done well in planning tin' festival that will get the
Bowling Green public involved
in their cause.
"They are so wonderful, being
college students and putting this
event together on their own,"
Bowden said, "they were the
ones who approached me about
doing this."
LOCAL. PAGE 9
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Speed for life: adventure reigns
SPEED, FROM PAGE 8
the money," he said.
The first official event for
Deiter was the Canadian
National Championships this
summer in Montreal.
Unfortunately, he crashed out of
the race.
"It had been raining all day
and usually we don't race in the
rain, but the course dried up. We
only got two practice runs to
learn the course before qualifications started," he said.
Deiter ended up going a bit
too fast and crashed into hay
bales going about 45 mph, tearing the seat out of his leather
pants. Leather pants? Yes,
leather pants Racers wear head
to toe motorcycle gear, including helmet, to protect themselves. After taking his spill,
Deiter was unable to pass
inspection because his suit was

no longer considered safe.
Originally from Green Bay,
Wisconsin, Deiter lived in
California for a number of years,
where skateboarding is more
popular than anywhere else in
the world. After moving to Ohio,
however, he has had to drive or
fly somewhere to practice.
"That was part of the reason I
crashed at this race--it had been
the first time I'd been on a board
in three months... that was by
far my biggest crash," he said.
While crashing at such
intense speeds sounds a bit
daunting, Deiter is not fazed.
"Strangely it doesn't scare me
... but at the same time I'm not
one of those Mountain Dew
extreme 'yo dude' kinda people,"
he said. "It's definitely an adrenaline rush when you finish a run
... your arms and legs are shaking and your heart is pounding

in your chest... but you want to
do it again."
Although not a self-proclaimed thrill-seeker, Deiter has
also gone skydiving. Which was
the bigger rush?
"Skateboarding... It sounds
strange, but if you're driving a
car going 55 mph it doesn't seem
very fast but you know if you get
on a motorcycle going that
speed, it feels like you're going a
lot faster. You're just standing on
a skateboard bent over the road,
nothing between you. So I'd say
when you're going mid 50s on a
skateboard it feels like over 100
in a car," he said.
Speed racing is not for everybody. It requires getting your
body into a tuck, bending down
and trying to minimize as much
of your body as possible it's basically all about aerodynamics. In
order to stop, you must stick

your anus out to the side, letting
the wind hit you square in the
chest. When turning, you must
position yourself into a good
tuck. When attempting a 25
mph hairpin turn, the trick is to
bend down, grabbing the board
with one hand and dragging the
other on the ground. You must
then keep yourself balanced and
get back up into a tuck.
So what's the trick to perfecting your skill? Balance? Luck?
"It's a little bit of both," Deiter
said. "It's practice, lots and lots of
practice."
Deiter should know-, he has
been able to go as fast as 55-56
mph while speed boarding and
65-68 mph while streetluging.
Once he finishes school,
IX'iter plans to move back (o
Southern (California and continue racing. He is hopeful of finding a sponsor that would allow

him to travel internationally.
Skateboarding is a popular
international sport. In fact, while
at the Canadian National
Championships, Deiter was
competing not only among
Americans and Canadians, but
also among Brazilians, Chileans,
Mexicans, South Africans.
Germans, French, Swiss and
British.
Also surprising is the age of
most boarders. According to
Deiter, most of the top riders are
in their late 30s, early 40s.
"Out of the top 10 riders in
the world, 8 of them are 38 or
older so I've got a few years," he
said.
Look for clips of IX'iter and
many other racers in a soon-tobe released DVD of the
Canadian National
Championship.

Tiffin welcomes
the Tony Danza
By Joe BujBee
PULSE WRITER

Throughout the years, Tony
Danza has literally done it all:
boxing, acting, directing, producing and singing.
Wait, singing?
The same guy who played
inugh- talking, but lovable characters in shows like" Iaxi" and
"Who's the Boss?" actually
sings. Not only does Danza
sing, but he is evidently quite
the crooner.
This evening, at die Ritz
Theatre in Tiffin, Ohio, fans will
get to see just how good Danza
croons when he performs
songs off his debut album I he
House I Live In. The album is a
collection of songs Danza grew
up listening to from the likes of
Frank Sinatra to Bing Crosby.
Accompanying Danza will be a
five-piece band.
The aUnosphere of the show,
according to Bnice Hannam,
director of the Ritz Theatre, will
be a "Las Vegas" type show.
Hannam said that for those
who are going to see Danza
perform tonight (he also
dances), will be in for a good
time, even though the Theatre
will most likely have more than
a few empty seats. The reason
for lower than expected ticket
sales, Hannam said, is because
it's a "bit of a new genre-a new
shtick for Tony."
"Some people just don't
know what to expect,"
I lai IIuiiIi said. As far as the

THURSDAY
WAR OF ALL TIME
D
Island Records

Usually Thursdays are good
days: It's almost the weekend,
it's the night of "Must See TV,"
it's a fun night to get drunk, etc.
But with the band Thursday, it's
the exact polar opposite: anger,
anger, a little sadness, and
another hearty helping of
anger.
That voice. The voice of
Thursday is an angry one, no
doubt. But anger, particularly
on War All The Time, is a stale,
in i. stagnant, and let's face it: a
pretty lazy approach in trying
to be heard. The music is hard
and uncompromising and
mostly of all, repetitive.
That voice. Singer Geoff
Rickly's voice teeters on the
brink of such hopelessness and
frustration, you wonder if he at
all realizes what he is singing
about. Geoff, you're trying way
too hard to come across as
angst-ridden. We get it, we really da
On the album's opener, "For
the Workforce, Drowning," he
cries, literally, about "falling
from the top floor/your lungs
fill like parachutes/ the windows go rushing by/ the people
inside, they're dressed for the
funeral in black white." On
"Division St." sad sack Geoff
sings "I'm repeating'good-bye'
to the memories/the fever that
will not break the night/is
pouring down/it's not enough

show is concerned, I lannam
said that there will be "a lot of
energy, but light-hearted. It
won't be anything too dramatic." For Danza, who grew up in
Brooklyn idolizing singers like
Sinatra and Crosby, the songs
on House, an album that is
rapidly climbing the adult contemporary charts, are important to him, especially the
album's title track.
"It speaks of who we are and
what we hold dear," Danza
said. Prior to making his
appearance in Tiffin, Danza
made stops in Pennsylvania,
and before that he made had a
stint at the famed Carnegie
Hall in New York City.
So why perform at the Ritz
Theatre in little Tiffin, Ohio?
Hannam said the Ritz looks
at a wide range of artists and
entertainers and for Danza to
come to the Theatre, all he had
to do was look at the star's popularity.
"There are a lot of people
who are real Tony Danza fans,"
1 lannam said, who expects a
mixed crowd of both young
and old.
"Tony will bring the type of
entertainment that yes, appeals
to an older audience, but we
think he'll bring in a lot of people who grew up watching him
(Ml IV," I lannam said.
The show will begin at 8 p.m.
and tickets range from $33-$50.
Contact the Ritz Theatre box
office at 419-448-8544.

to put this out." I low about this
heartwarming little jingle from
"M Shepard": "The stage is set
to rip the wings from a butterfly." Rumor has it that ihursday
will lie taking on ladybugs next.
It goes on like this for over 40
minutes: Fast-paced and pissed
off. The break neck speed of
War could be a good thing, but
it just isn't. The boorish nature
of the album, ironically makes
for a slow moving, methodical
sound.
Thursday is proving with War
Ml the Time, that the angry,
attention-craving style of nu
metal is still kicking, full-force,
non-stop.
God help us all.
- Joe BugBee

MXPX
BEFORE EVERYTHING AND
AFTER
B
A&M Records

MXPX has debuted yet
another new album with a
slightly more mature and dare I
say, put together sound. Before
Everythingand After is the
band's 10th album and it
sounds like it, even the cover of
the album looks a bit sexy (to
me anyway). It is not something you would expect from a
band like MXPX.
like most punk bands nowadays, and even stretching back
a full ten years ago, these guys
will remind you of Blink 182
and Green Day, appealing to
the younger crowds and those
who like to mosh. So, it's hard
to believe they have been doing
this for nine years.

Festival
to raise
funds for
MDA
LOCAL. FROM PAGE 8
in their cause. "They are so
wonderful, being college students and putting this event
together on their own,"
Bowden said, "they were the
ones who approached me
about doing this."
Bowden also expects the
event to bring in a lot of
money that will stay within
the community. "There are
patients right there in
Bowling Green that will benefit from the money raised at
the festival," she said.
With some cooperation from
Mother Nature, the festival is
expected to be a great success
by the Kappa Alpha Order,
not only raising money for
the MDA, but bringing
Bowling Green students and
residents together and involving them with their community.

BG
Billboard
FINDERS TOP 10 CDs
1. A PERFECT CIRCLE
Thirteenth Step
Photo Provided
By Eric Hariri
PULSE WRITER

CHRISTOPHER DALE
This Saturday night
Christopher Dale is bringing his
catchy acoustic rock show to
Brewsters in downtown
Bowling Green.
Dale has already made a
name for himself in his hometown of San Diego, California.
He has been nominated for two
San Diego Music Awards,
which included Best Pop
Album and Best Acoustic.
A female fan originally from
Bowling Green, Ohio, rode a
unicycle a mile and a half during i ii-.li hour traffic while on
vacation to San Diego's number one morning radio show
just to request one of
Christopher Dale's songs
"He is dedicated and appreciates all of his fans," said Ryan
Biepenbrock, who met
Christopher Dale while in San
Diego is responsible for bringing him to Bowling Green.

MUSIC
INFLUENCES LIFE
Music has been a large part
of < Christopher Dale's life ever
since he was a child. When he
was in elementary school, his
counselor who played guitar
and bass brought in a musician
to play for the students. This
was all the inspiration
Christopher needed to go
home and pick up a guitar.
When (Christopher Dale has
free time, he enjoys going to
elementary schools to play for
the students in hopes of influencing some of them like he
was It is a really amazing experience, Dale said.
He loves going into the
schools and sparking an inter-

You may have seen these punkrock/skater guys at the Vans Tour
some summer ago, but now they
are doing bigger and better
things with their (cross your fingers) upcoming mainstream
fame.
If you visit tlieir Web site,
www.mxpx.com, you will find
that not only do they have a creative page designer, but their
music has been attached to
everything from a Public Service
Announcement about drugs to
the 25th anniversary edition of
"National Lampoon's Animal
House."
This new album, Before
Everything and After uses the
same formula that has worked
for MXPX and other punk bands
for years, they sing about love,
authority and life just plain old
sucking.
But, unless they completely
tried to change their sound,
MXPX album's will probably all
sound alike in some way or
another.
Tracks such as "Everything
Sucks (When You're Gone)" and
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est with a younger audience.
Biepenbrock said. Christopher
Dale is concerned because he
sees many schools cutting their
music programs
While growing up Dale was
also influenced by many musicians including Elton lohn,
Tom Petty and singer songwriters from the 70s. His parents'
record collection and his
grandfather who played tenor
saxophone and clarinet for a
big jazz band also influenced
his musical style.
Christopher Dale's trademark is his ability to get the
crowd involved while he is performing. "People pick my stuff
up pretty quick," Dale said.
When asked what separates
him from other acts like Dave
Malliews and lohn .Mayer he
jokingly said, "radio play and
money"
One of Dale's most memorable moments was when he
was asked to sing the National
Anthem al Dodger Stadium for
tlieir fourth of luly Firework
Show. This was a big honor for
Christopher because he is a
huge fan of baseball.
It was an incredible experience, Dale said. Another highlight during his carter came
when over a hundred people
showed up to see one of his
shows in Cleveland where he
was relatively unheard of at the
time.
This time around while on
tour Christopher Dale is hoping
to gain even more fans than
before. Also on tour with
Christopher Dale is Brent I.
I )ickev, acoustic rock musician.

THE MAN BEHIND THE
MUSIC

for bringing Christopher Dale
to Bowling Green has had
many twists and turns of his
own the past few years.
Ryan Biepenbrock was the
long snapper for the
University's football team.
While attending the University,
Ryan studied biology with a
focus in pre-med and pre-dentistry.
After graduating from the
University, the Buffalo Bills
drafted him as a free agent, lust
before the season started, the
Buffalo Bills decided to let him
goLuckily Ryan had other interests and plans just in case
things didn't work out as
planned. He is currently
attending the school of dentistry at Ohio State University
where he is currently attending.
"I am very happy I had
something to turn back to,"
Biepenbrock said. Ryan has no
regrets about how Things
turned out, but he still misses
putting on his brown and
orange football jersey before
playing at Doyt Perry Stadium.
Ryan met Christopher Dale
al a bar in San Diego while
watching a band playing that
night. Ryan mentioned to
Christopher how disappointed
he was with the overall band
scene, so Christopher went to
his car, and grabbed one of his
CDs to give to him.
From this chance encounter
at the bar Ryan and Chris
became friends Since then,
Ryan Biepenbrock has been
trying to help bring
Christopher Dale's music to
more people.

The man who is responsible

"You Make Me, Me," seem overly
sentimental when you read the
lyrics, but the drums and sound
of lead vocals, make these punk
anthems about the girl in your
life.
To be quite honest, I wouldn't
read the lyrics before listening to
the album. Don't even take the
insert out. just sit back and enjoy
another CD that won't grow old
with age, only the band members will.
- Angela L Gorier

STORY OF THE YEAR
PAGE AVENUE
B
Maverick Records

Story of the Year is one in a
long line of emerging punk
bands trying to break into the
mainstream. With their major
label debut Page Avenue, they
have seemingly done the impossible: use a pop punk sound but

2. THURSDAY
War All The lime
3. SAVES THE DAY
In Reverie
4.NLIL10N
Kings 01 Crunk
5. JOHN MAYER
Heavier Things
6. STORY OF THE YEAR
Rage Avenue
7. MXPX
Before Everything
8. DAVID BOWIE
Reality
9.T0M PETTY
Live At TheOlympia
10. ERYKAH BAOU
Worldwide Underground EP

TOP 5 DVDs
1. "Irreversible"'
2. "Family Guy Volume 2"
3. "Family Guy Volume 1"
4."Spun"
5. "The Simpsons: Treehouse of
Horror"

WFAL FIVE ON THE
RISE
1. THE RAPTURE
"Echoes"
2. BLEEDING THROUGH
"This Is Love This Is Murderous"
3. ELVIS C0STELL0
"North"

one with enough edge and
testosterone behind it to give it
an energy lacking in so much of
today's punk scene.
Not unlike bands like The
Dcftones or Glassjaw, Story of
the Year combines soft melodies
with intense screaming vocals
They do not seem content to
play a syrupy top 40 hit; they
want to bring raw intensity back
into the music scene.
This method is a dicey proposition, as many can attest to. I
am sure many of us have been to
local clubs and have witnessed
bands that substitute talent for
energy and believe the quickest
way to get the crowd on your
side is to be obnoxiously loud.
Story of the Year manages to
avoid this pitfall and, for the
most pan, the transitions
between melodies and short
bursts of rage seem to fit into the
structure of the music and of the
songs.
However, they do not manage
to avoid the increasing trend to
have lyrics that lack any amount
of nuance or subtlety. It is not

4. MAND0 DIA0
"Bring 'Em In"
5. THURSDAY
"War All the Time"

of nuance or subtlety. It is not that
the lyrics are terrible they are just
obvious. The group hits you over
the head with their message. What
happened to the days of letting the
lyrics be obtuse and trusting your
audience to figure things out for
themselves? What happened to the
days of "Elementary penguin
singing Hare Krishna, man you
should have seen them kicking
Edgar Allen Poe."
What the album may be lacking
in lyrical originality, it definitely
makes up for in musicianship and
bringing energy back into the current punk music scene. While
those satisfied with the bubbly
songs of New Found Glory might
find the fits of rage distracting
many listeners will find it refreshing
- Sean Corp
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Tife J
calendar of events
Friday
10 p.m.
The Ordinary Way
Howard's Club H

IM
D E IT ER

10 pm.
Scorch with Christopher Dale
Brewster's

10 p.m.
Eric Naussau with Hal
Easy Street Cafe

11 p.m.
UA0 Presents: The Hulk
206 Union

Saturday
10 p.m.
The T-Shirts
Infinite Number of Sounds
Crimson Sweet
Howard's Club H
10 p.m.
Catwalk Blue
Brewsters
10 p.m.
Electrocott Circus
Easy Street Cate

Sunday
10 p.m.
Meeting Lions
Howard's Club H

Monday
9:30 p.m.
UA0 Presents: The Hulk
206 Union
10 p.m.
Carbon Leaf
Howard's Club H
Euchre Night
Easy Street Cafe

Tuesday
TBA DJ performing
Brewster's
9:30 p.m.
UA0 Presents: Charlie's Angels:
Full Throttle
206 Union
Comedy/Open-Mic Night
Easy Street Cafe

Wednesday
10 p.m.
John Scofield
Howard's Club H
Jazz Night
Easy Street Cafe

Thursday
10 p.m.
The Stepford Five with Miranda
Sound
Howard's Club H
The Calendar of Events is
compiled by Sean Corp. Contact
him at scorp@bgnet.bgsu.edu

BGNEWS
BRIEFING
Howard's to host
national acts
On Friday, Sept. 19 at 10
p.m., Howard's Club H presents "Blues Band of the
Year" winner Magic Slim &
The Teardrops. On
Wednesday, Oct. 1, Grammy
nominee the John Scofield
Band will also perform.

H I
By Andrea Whelm
PUlSf ASSISTANT EDITOR

When |im Deiter isn't busy
taking graduate classes or
teaching an American
Culture Studies introductory
class at the University, he/
likes to skateboard, last.
Really fast.
Jim isnt your average
skateboarder. Unlike the
skaters you may have seen
wheeling around campus
between classes or perfecting
their jumps off of stairways,
Dm prefers to skate downhill
at speeds of 55+mph. /

L

L
Deiter began skating as a
kid in the late 70s. He started
off with just street and ramp
skating After tearing up his
knee in 1991, he was no
longer able to do much trick
skating and as a result quit for
a number of years.
The mid 90s brought the
televising of X Games, gravity
games and the interest of
Deiter.
"Some of the featured
events the first couple of
years were the street boarders
and streetlugers, and I saw
them doing that and thought

to myself; 'geez, that looks
like fun' and then 1 thought, 'I
can do that'," he said.
After watching skating on
television for a few years,
Deiter found a Web site
where people talked about
the different things you need
to do to get started and what
equipment was required.
"I got in touch with a few
people who did it, bought the
equipment and went out and
tried it. I've been doing it ever
since," he said.
Speed boarding, as it's
referred to, requires standing

up on a larger board and riding downhill as fast as possible.
Many speed racers also
enjoy another hobby that is a
favorite of Deiter's: streetluge.
Streetluge consists of lying
down on your back, three to
four inches off the ground
and steering a luge by leaning
side to side. After achieving
speeds of up to 75+ mph,
you must stop with your feet.
Deiter has competed in
eight races total; all but one
underground races. Since
speed racing is not an official

sport, according to Deiter,
usually when you ride, it's on
a highway with traffic Also, it
is not illegal in California to
ride a skateboard on a highway. So basically you must
find a road that is not heavy
with traffic and have a car follow behind you so nobody
comes up behind you.
"Most of the races I've been
in are just 20 guys getting
together, and each throw 20
bucks in a hat and we'll race
and whoever wins takes all
SPEED, PAGE 9

GRAPHICS AND LAYOUT BY MATT IVEY

Free stress with free entertainment at'Fes?
By Leigti Ann MacKenzie
PULSE WRITER

Stress and college never seem
to be far apart, especially with
midterms approaching fast. But
now, thanks to the Kappa Alpha
Order, students have a way to
relieve some of that stress, along
with the entire Bowling Green
community.
The first annual "Stress Fest,"
will take place Sept. 28 from
noon until 6 p.m. in the Sky
Bank parking lot located on
Clough Street.
The festival will include entertainment for all ages. Three
bands will be featured, including
Oval Opus as the headliner,

along with Fuse and hike loint
Saints. The younger crowd can
partake in the inflatable playgrounds, splash tanks, speed
pitching machines, golf chippers, performance artists and
face painting.
There will also be a raffle in
which several prizes, provided
by local businesses, will be up
for bid. Fresh grilled food will be
provided by led's on Main Street,
who also donated wings for the
wing-eating contest in which
the winner receives a T-shirt and
trophy.
The festival, coordinated by
Bryan loseph and Mark Fleisch
of the Kappa Alpha Order, will

raise money for The Muscular
Dystrophy Association, a voluntary health agency aimed at
conquering neuromuscular diseases that affect more than a
million Americans.
"We've been planning this festival since last February," loseph
said, "we normally do a golf outing each year to raise money for
the MDA, but this year we wanted to get more of the community involved."
The festival has done just that
so far, receiving support from
the University, 106.5 FM, Main
Street BG, The Chamber of
Commerce, Jed's, Wal-Mart, Sky
Bank, John Newlove Reality and

many other local businesses.
Not only will the festival raise
money for the MDA, but it will
also serve as a bond between
students and residents. "We
really wanted to try and bring
the campus and the community
together since they normally
separate themselves." Fleisch
said.
And with a lot of recent and
upcoming publicity, the turnout
for this charitable cause is
expected to be a large one.
"We've hit the campus pretty
hard with advertisements, so we
think the student turnout will be
pretty good," Fleisch said.
With a $2 entrance fee, dona-

KEEP YOUR FINGERS ON THE PULSE OF CAMPUS AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/PULSE

tion jars available and a large
turnout anticipated, the festival
is hoping to raise a substantial
amount of money for the MDA.
Helen Bowden, Program
Coordinator, MDA, said the
members of the Kappa Alpha
Order have done well in planning the festival that will get the
Bowling Green public involved
in their cause.
"They are so wonderful, being
college students and putting this
event together on their own,"
Bowden said, "they were the
ones who approached me about
doing this."
LOCAL. PAGE 9
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Speed for life: adventure reigns
SPEED, FROM PAGE 8

the money," he said
The first official event for
Deiter was the Canadian
National Championships this
summer in Montreal.
Unfortunately, he crashed out of
the race.
"It had been raining all day
and usually we don't race in the
rain, but the course dried up. We
only got two practice runs to
learn the course before qualifications started," he said.
Deiter ended up going a bit
too fast and crashed into hay
bales going about 45 mph, tearing the seat out of his leather
pants. Leather pants? Yes,
leather pants. Racers wear head
to toe motorcycle gear, including helmet, to protect themselves. After taking his spill,
Deiter was unable to pass
inspection because his suit was

no longer considered safe.
Originally from Green Bay,
Wisconsin, Deiter lived in
California for a number of years,
where skateboarding is more
popular than anywhere else in
the world. After moving to Ohio,
however, he has had to drive or
fly somewhere to practice.
"That was pan of the reason 1
crashed at this race-it had been
the first rime Id been on a board
in three months... that was by
far my biggest crash," he said.
While crashing at such
intense speeds sounds a bit
daunting, Deiter is not fazed.
"Strangely it doesn't scare me
... but at the same time I'm not
one of those Mountain Dew
extreme \o dude' kinda people,"
he said. "It's definitely an adrenaline rush when you finish a run
... your arms and legs are shaking and your heart is pounding

in your chest... but you want to
do it again."
Although not a self-proclaimed thrill-seeker, Deiter has
also gone skydiving. Which was
the bigger rush?
"Skateboarding... It sounds
strange, but if you're driving a
car going 55 mph it doesn't seem
very fast but you know if you get
on a motorcycle going that
speed, it feels like you're going a
lot faster. You're just standing on
a skateboard bent over the road,
nothing between you. So I'd say
when you're going mid 50s on a
skateboard it feels like over 100
in a car," he said.
Speed racing is not for everybody. It requires getting your
body into a tuck, bending down
and trying to minimize as much
of your body as possible it's basically all about aerodynamics. In
order to stop, you must stick

your arms out to the side, letting
the wind hit you square in the
chest. When turning, you must
position yourself into a good
tuck. When attempting a 25
mph hairpin turn, the trick is to
bend down, grabbing the board
with one hand and dragging the
other on the ground. You must
then keep yourself balanced and
get back up into a tuck.
So what's the trick to perfecting your skill? Balance? Luck?
"It's a little bit of both," Deiter
said. "It's practice, lots and lots of
practice."
Deiter should know; he has
been able to go as fast as 55-56
mph while speed boarding and
65-68 mph while streelluging.
Once he finishes school,
Deiter plans to move back to
Southern California and continue racing. He is hopeful of finding a sponsor that would allow

him to travel internationally.
Skateboarding is a popular
international sport. In fact, while
at the Canadian National
Championships, Deiter was
competing not only among
Americans and Canadians, but
also among Brazilians, Chileans,
Mexicans, South Africans,
Germans, French. Swiss and
British.
Also surprising is the age of
most boarders. According to
Deiter, most of the top riders are
in their late 30s, early 40s.
"Out of the top 10 riders in
the world, 8 of them are 38 or
older so I've got a few years," he
said.
Look for clips of Deiter and
many other racers in a soon-tobe released DVD of the
Canadian National
Championship.

Tiffin welcomes
the Tony Danza
PULSC HSIHR

Throughout the years, Tony
Danza has literally done it all:
boxing, acting, directing producing and singing.
Wait, singing?
The same guy who played
tough-talking, but lovable characters in shows like "Taxi" and
"Who's the Boss?" actually
sings. Not only does Danza
sing, but he is evidently quite
the crooner.
This evening, at the Ritz
Theatre in Tiffin, Ohio, fans will
get to see just how good Danza
croons when he performs
songs off his debut album Tlie
House I Live In. The album is a
collection of songs Danza grew
up listening to from the likes of
Frank Sinatra to Bing Crosby.
Accompanying Danza will be a
five-piece band.
The atmosphere of the show,
according to Bruce Hannam,
director of the Ritz Theatre, will
be a "las Vegas" type show.
Hannam said that for those
who are going to see Danza
perform tonight (he also
dances), will be in for a good
time, even though the Theatre
will most likely have more than
a few empty seats. The reason
for lower than expected ticket
sales, Hannam said, is because
it's a "bit of a new genre-a new
shtick for Tony."
"Some people just don't
know what to expect,"
Hannam said. As far as the

THURSDAY
WAR OF ALL TIME
D
Island Records

Usually Thursdays are good
days: It's almost the weekend,
it's the night of "Must See TV."
it's a fun night to get drunk, etc.
But with the band Thursday, it's
the exact polar opposite: anger,
anger, a little sadness, and
another hearty helping of
anger.
That voice. The voice of
Thursday is an angry one, no
doubt. But anger, particularly
on War All The Time, is a stale,
no stagnant, and let's face it: a
pretty lazy approach in trying
to be heard. The music is hard
and uncompromising and
mostly of all, repetitive.
That voice. Singer Geoff
Rickry's voice teeters on the
brink of such hopelessness and
frustration, you wonder if he at
all realizes what he is singing
about. Geoff, you're trying way
too hard to come across as
angst-ridden. We get it, we really da
On the album's opener, "For
the Workforce, Drowning," he
cries, literally, about "falling
from the top floor/your lungs
fill like parachutes/the windows go rushing by/the people
inside, they're dressed for the
funeral in black white." On
"Division St" sad sack Geoff
sings "I'm repeating 'good-bye'
to the memories/the fever that
will not break the night/is
pouring down/it's not enough

show is concerned, I lannam
said that there will be "a lot of
energy, but light-hearted. It
won't be anything too dramatic." For Danza, who grew up in
Brooklyn idolizing singers like
Sinatra and Crosby, the songs
on House, an album that is
rapidly climbing the adult contemporary charts, are important to him, especially the
album's title track.
"It speaks of who we are and
what we hold dear," Danza
said. Prior to making his
appearance in Tiffin, Danza
made stops in Pennsylvania,
and before that he made had a
stint at the famed Carnegie
Hall in New York City.
So why perform at the Ritz
Theatre in little Tiffin, Ohio?
Hannam said the Ritz looks
at a wide range of artists and
entertainers and for Danza to
come to the Theatre, all he had
to do was look at the star's popularity.
"There are a lot of people
who are real Tony Danza fans,"
Hannam said, who expects a
mixed crowd of both young
and old.
"Tony will bring the type of
entertainment that yes, appeals
to an older audience, but we
think he'll bring in a lot of people who grew up watching him
on TV," Hannam said.
The show will begin at 8 p.m.
and tickets range from $33-$50.
Contact the Ritz Theatre box
office at 419-448-8544.

to put this out." How about this
heartwarming little jingle from
"M Shepard": "The stage is set
to rip the wings from a butterfly." Rumor has it that Thursday
will be taking on ladybugs next.
It goes on like this for over 40
minutes: Fast-paced and pissed
off. The break neck speed of
War could be a good thing, but
it just isn't. The boorish nature
of the album, ironically makes
for a slow moving, methodical
sound.
Thursday is proving with War
All tlte Time, that the angry,
attention-craving style of nu
metal is still kicking, full-force,
non-stop.

Festival
to raise
funds for
MDA
LOCAL FROM PAGE 8

in their cause. "They are so
wonderful, being college students and putting this event
together on their own,"
Bowden said, "they were the
ones who approached me
about doing this."
Bowden also expects the
event to bring in a lot of
money that will stay within
the community. "There are
patients right there in
Howling Green that will benefit from the money raised at
the festival," she said.
With some cooperation from
Mother Nature, the festival is
expected to be a great success
by the Kappa Alpha Order,
not only raising money for
the MDA, but bringing
Bowling Green students and
residents together and involving diem with their community.

BG
Billboard
FINDERS TOP 10 CDs
1. A PERFECT CIRCLE
Thirteenth Step
Photo Provided

By Eric Hann
PUISf WHITER

CHRISTOPHER DALE
This Saturday night
Christopher Dale is bringing his
catchy acoustic rock show to
Brewsters in downtown
Bowling Green.
Dale has already made a
name for himself in his hometown of San Diego, California.
He has been nominated for two
San Diego Music Awards,
which included Best Pop
Album and Best Acoustic.
A female fan originally from
Bowling Green, Ohio, rode a
unicycle a mile and a half during rush hour traffic while on
vacation to San Diego's number one morning radio show
just to request one of
Christopher Dale's songs.
"He is dedicated and appreciates all of his fans," said Ryan
Biepenbrock, who met
Christopher Dale while in San
Diego is responsible for bringing him to Bowling Green.

MUSIC
INFLUENCES LIFE
Music has been a large part
of Christopher Dale's life ever
since he was a child. When he
was in elementary school, his
counselor who played guitar
and bass brought in a musician
to play for the students. This
was all die inspiration
Christopher needed to go
home and pick up a guitar.
When Christopher Dale has
free time, he enjoys going to
elementary schools to play for
the students in hopes of influencing some of them like he
was. It is a really amazing experience, Dale said.
He loves going into the
schools and sparking an inter-

est with a younger audience,
Biepenbrock said. Christopher
Dale is concerned because he
sees many schools cutting their
music programs.
While growing up Dale was
also influenced by many musicians including Elton John,
Tom Petty and singer songwriters from the 70s. His parents'
record collection and his
grandfather who played tenor
saxophone and clarinet for a
big jazz band also influenced
his musical style.
Christopher Dale's trademark is his ability to get the
crowd involved while he is performing. "People pick my stuff
up pretty quick." Dale said.
When asked what separates
him from other acts like Dave
Mathews and John Mayer he
jokingly said, "radio play and
money."
One of Dale's most memorable moments was when he
was asked to sing the National
Anthem at Dodger Stadium for
their fourth of July Firework
Show. ITiis was a big honor for
Christopher because he is a
huge fan of baseball.
It was an incredible experience, Dale said. Another highlight during his carrer came
when over a hundred people
showed up to see one of his
shows in Cleveland where he
was relatively unheard of at the
time.
This time around while on
tour Christopher Dale is hoping
to gain even more fans than
before. Also on tour with
Christopher Dale is Brent J.
Dickev. acoustic rock musician.

THE MAN BEHIND THE
MUSIC

for bringing Christopher Dale
to Bowling Green has had
many twists and turns of his
own the past few years.
Ryan Biepenbrock was the
long snapper for the
University's football team.
While attending the University,
Ryan studied biology with a
focus in pre-med and prc-dentistry.
After graduating from the
University, the Buffalo Bills
drafted him as a free agent. Just
before the season started, the
Buffalo Bills decided to let him

2. THURSDAY
War All The lime
3. SAVES THE DAY
In Reverie
4.NLILJ0N
Kings Of Crunk
5. JOHN MAYER
Heavier Things
6. STORY OF THE YEAR
Rage Avenue
7. MXPX
Before Everything

go-

Luckily Ryan had other interests and plans just in case
things didn't work out as
planned. He is currently
attending the school of dentistry at Ohio State University
where he is currently attending.
"lam very happy I had
something to turn back to,"
Biepenbrock said. Ryan has no
regrets about how things
turned out, but he still misses
putting on Ids brown and
orange football jersey before
playing at Doyt Perry Stadium.
Ryan met Christopher Dale
at a bar in San Diego while
watching a band playing that
night. Ryan mentioned to
Christopher how disappointed
he was with the overall band
scene, so Christopher went to
his car. and grabbed one of his
CDs to give to him.
From this chance encounter
at the bar Ryan and Chris
became friends Since then,
Ryan Biepenbrock has been
trying to help bring
Christopher Dale's music to
more people.

The man who is responsible

8. DAVID BOWIE
Reality
9.T0M PETTY
Live At The Olympia
10. ERYKAH BADU
Worldwide Underground EP

TOP 5 DVDs
1. "Irreversible"
2. "Family Guy Volume 2"
3. "Family Guy Volume 1"
4. "Spun"
5. "The Simpsons: Treehouse of
Horror"

WFAL FIVE ON THE
RISE
1. THE RAPTURE
"Echoes"
2. BLEEDING THROUGH
"This Is Love This Is Murderous"
3. ELVIS C0STELL0
"North"

God help us all.

-loeBugBee

MXPX
BEFORE EVERYTHING AND
AFTER
B
A&M Records

MXPX has debuted yet
another new album with a
slightly more mature and dare I
say, put together sound. Before
Everythingand After is the
band's 10th album and it
sounds like it, even the cover of
the album looks a bit sexy (to
me anyway). It is not something you would expect from a
band like MXPX.
Like most punk bands nowadays, and even stretching back
a full ten years ago, these guys
will remind you of Blink 182
and Green Day, appealing to
the younger crowds and those
who like to mosh. So, it's hard
to believe they have been doing
this for nine years.

You may have seen these punkrock/skater guys at the Vans Tour
some summer ago, but now they
are doing bigger and better
things with their (cross your fingers) upcoming mainstream
fame.
If you visit their Web site,
www.mxpx.com, you will find
that not only do they have a creative page designer, but their
music has been attached to
everything from a Public Service
Announcement about drugs to
the 25th anniversary edition of
"National Lampoon's Animal
House."
This new album, Before
Everything and After uses the
same formula that has worked
for MXPX and other punk bands
for years, they sing about love,
authority and life just plain old
sucking.
But, unless they completely
tried to change their sound,
MXPX album's will probably all
sound alike in some way or
another.
Tracks such as "Everything
Sucks (When You're Gone)" and

"You Make Me, Me," seem overiy
sentimental when you read the
lyrics, but the drums and sound
of lead vocals, make these punk
anthems about the girl in your
life.
To be quite honest, 1 wouldn't
read the lyrics before listening to
the album. Don't even take the
insert out, just sit back and enjoy
another CD that won't grow old
with age, only the band members will.
- Angela L Gorter

STORY OF THE YEAR
PAGE AVENUE
B
Maverick Records

Story of the Year is one in a
long line of emerging punk
bands trying to break into the
mainstream. With their major
label debut Page Avenue, they
have seemingly done the impossible: use a pop punk sound but

one with enough edge and
testosterone behind it to give it
an energy lacking in so much of
today's punk scene.
Not unlike bands like The
Deftones or Glassjaw, Story of
the Year combines soft melodies
with intense screaming vocals.
They do not seem content to
play a syrupy top 40 hit: they
want to bring raw intensity back
into the music scene.
This method is a dicey proposition, as many can attest to. I
am sure many of us have been to
local clubs and have witnessed
bands that substitute talent for
energy and believe the quickest
way to get the crowd on your
side is to be obnoxiously loud.
Story of the Year manages to
avoid this pitfall and, for the
most part, the transitions
between melodies and short
bursts of rage seem to fit into the
structure of the music and of the
songs.
However, they do not manage
to avoid the increasing trend to
have lyrics that lack any amount
of nuance or subtlety. It is not

4. MAND0 DIA0
"Bring 'Em In"
5. THURSDAY
"War All the Time"

of nuance or subtlety. It is not that
the lyrics are terrible they are just
obvious. The group hits you over
the head with their message. What
happened to the days of letting the
lyrics be obtuse and trusting your
audience to figure things out for
themselves? What happened to the
days of "Elementary penguin
singing Hare Krishna, man you
should have seen them kicking
Edgar Allen Poe."
What the album may be lacking
in lyrical originality, it definitely
makes up for in musicianship and
bringing energy back into the current punk music scene. While
those satisfied with the bubbly
songs of New Found Glory might
find the fits of rage distracting
many listeners will find it refreshing
-SeanCorp
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10 pm
Scorch with Christopher Dale
Brewster's
10 p m
Eric Naussau with Hal
Easy Street Cafe

11 p.m.
UAO Presents: The Hulk
206 Union

Saturday
10pm
The T-Shirts
Infinite Number ol Sounds
Crimson Sweet
Howard's Club H
10 p.m.
Catwalk Blue
Brewster's
10 pm.
Electrocolt Circus
Easy Street Cafe

Sunday
10 p.m.
Meeting Lions
Howard's Club H

Monday
9:30 p.m.
UAO Presents: The Hulk
206 Union
10 p.m.
Carbon Leaf
Howard's Club H
Euchre Night
Easy Street Cafe

Tuesday
TBA DJ performing
Brewster's
930 p.m.
UAO Presents: Charlie's Angels:
Full Throttle
206 Union
Comedy/Open-Mic Night
EasyStreet Cat6

Wednesday
10 p.m.
John Scofield
Howard's Club H
Jazz Night
Easy Street Cafe

Thursday
10 pm
The Stepford Five with Miranda
Sound
Howard's Club H
The Calendar of Events is
compiled by Sean Corp. Contact
him at scorp@bgnet.bgsu.edu

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
Howard's to host
national acts
On Friday. Sepl. 19 at 10
p.m., Howard's Club H presents "Blues Band of the
Year" winner Magic Slim &
The Teardrops. On
Wednesday, Oct. 1, Grammy
nominee The lohn Scofield
Band will also perform.

H I

L

By Andrea Wilhehn
PULSE ASSISTANT (DIT0R

When )im Deiter isn't busy
taking graduate classes or
teaching an American
Culture Studies introductory
class at the University, he
likes to skateboard, Fast.
Really fast.
)im isn't your average
skateboarder. Unlike the
skaters you may have seen
wheeling around campus
between classes or perfecting
their jumps off of stairways,
Jim prefers to skate downhill
at speeds of 55+ mph.

Deiter began skating as a
kid in the late 70s. He started
off with just street and ramp
skating After tearing up his
knee in 1991, he was no
longer able to do much trick
skating and as a result quit for
a number of years.
The mid 90s brought the
televising of X Games, gravity
games and the interest of
Deiter.
"Some of the featured
events the first couple of
years were the street boarders
and streetlugers, and I saw
them doing that and thought

to myself; 'geez, that looks
like fun' and then I thought, 'I
can do that'," he said.
After watching skating on
television for a few years,
Deiter found a Web site
where people talked about
the different things you need
to do to get started and what
equipment was required.
"1 got in touch wiUi a few
people who did it, bought the
equipment and went out and
tried it. I've been doing it ever
since," he said.
Speed boarding, as it's
referred to, requires standing

L
up on a larger board and riding downhill as fast as possible.
Many speed racers also
enjoy another hobby that is a
favorite of Deiters: streetluge.
Streetluge consists of lying
down on your back, three to
four inches off the ground
and steering a luge by leaning
side to side. After achieving
speeds of up to 75+ mph,
you must stop with your feel.
Deiter has competed in
eight races total; all but one
underground races. Since
speed racing is not an official

SPEED,PAGE 9

GRAPHICS AND LAYOUT BY MATT IVEY

Free stress with free entertainment at'Fesf
By Leigh Ann MacKenzie
PULSE WRITER

Stress and college never seem
to be far apart, especially with
midterms approaching fast. Bui
now, lhanks to the Kappa Alpha
Order, students have a way to
relieve some of Thai stress, along
with The entire Bowling Green
community.
The first annual "Stress Fest,"
will take place Sept. 28 from
noon until 6 p.m. in the Sky
Bank parking lot located on
Clough Street.
The festival will include entertainment for all ages. Three
bands will be featured, including
Oval Opus as the headliner,

along with Fuse and luke Joinl
Sainis. The younger crowd can
panake in the inflatable playgrounds, splash tanks, speed
pitching machines, golf chippers, performance artisis and
face painting.
There will also be a raffle in
which several prizes, provided
by local businesses, will be up
for bid. Fresh grilled food will be
provided by Jed's on Main Slreet.
who also donaled wings for the
wing-eating contest in which
the winner receives a T-shirt and
Trophy.
The festival, coordinaied by
Bryan Joseph and Mark Fleisch
of (he Kappa Alpha Order, will

raise money for The Muscular
Dystrophy Association, a voluntary health agency aimed at
conquering neuromuscular diseases that affecl more than a
million Americans
"We've been planning this festival since last February," Joseph
said, "we normally do a golf outing each year to raise money for
(he MDA, but this year we wanted to get more of the community involved."
The festival has done jusl that
so far, receiving support from
the University, 106.5 FM, Main
Street BG, The Chamber of
Commerce, Jed's, Wal-Mart, Sky
Bank, lohn Newlove Reality and

many other local businesses.
Not only will the festival raise
money for the MDA, but it will
also serve as a bond between
students and residents. "We
really wanted to try and bring
the campus and the community
together since they normally
separale Themselves," Fleisch
said.
And with a lot of recent and
upcoming publicity, the turnout
for this charitable cause is
expected to be a large one.
"We've hit the campus pretty
hard wilh advertisements, so we
think the student Turnout will be
prelty good," Fleisch said.
With a $2 enlrance fee. dona-

KEEP YOUR FINGERS ON THE PULSE OF CAMPUS AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/PULSE
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sport, according to Deiter,
usually when you ride, it's on
a highway with traffic. Also, it
is not illegal in California lo
ride a skateboard on a highway. So basically you must
find a road that is not heavy
with traffic and have a car follow behind you so nobody
comes up behind you.
"Most of the races I've been
in are just 20 guys getting
together, and each throw 20
bucks in a hat and we'll race
and whoever wins takes all

lion jars available and a large
turnout anticipated, (he festival
is hoping TO raise a subsianlial
amount of money for The MDA.
Helen Bowden. Program
Coordinator, MDA, said the
members of The Kappa Alpha
Order have done well in planning The festival thai will gel the
Bowling Green public involved
in their cause.
"They are so wonderful, being
college sludenls and pulling this
event logelher on Their own,"
Bowden said, "ihey were the
ones who approached me about
doing This."
LOCAL PAGE 9
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Speed for life: adventure reigns
SPEED,FROM PAGE 8
the money," he said.
The first official event for
Deiter was the Canadian
National Championships this
summer in Montreal.
Unfortunately, he crashed out of
the race.
"It had been raining all day
and usually we don't race in the
rain, but the course dried up. We
only got two practice runs to
learn the course before qualifications started," he said.
Deiter ended up going a bit
too fast and crashed into hay
bales going about 45 mph, tearing the seat out of his leather
pants. Leather pants? Yes,
leather pants. Racers wear head
to toe motorcycle gear, including helmet, to protect themselves. After taking his spill,
Deiter was unable to pass
inspection because his suit was

no longer considered safe.
Originally from Green Bay,
Wisconsin, Deiter lived in
California for a number of years,
where skateboarding is more
popular than anywhere else in
the world. After moving to Ohio,
however, he has had to drive or
fly somewhere to practice.
"That was part of the reason I
crashed at this race-it had been
the first time I'd been on a board
in three months... that was by
far my biggest crash," he said.
While crashing at such
intense speeds sounds a bit
daunting, Deiter is not fazed.
"Strangely it doesn't scare me
... but at the same time I 'm not
one of those Mountain Dew
extreme 'yo dude' kinda people,"
he said. "It's definitely an adrenaline rush when you finish a run
... your amis and legs are shaking and your heart is pounding

in your chest... but you want to
do it again."
Although not a self-proclaimed thrill-seeker, Deiter has
also gone skydiving. Which was
the bigger rush?
"Skateboarding... It sounds
strange, but if you're driving a
car going 55 mph it doesn't seem
very fast but you know if you get
on a motorcycle going that
speed, it feels like you're going a
lot faster. You're just standing on
a skateboard bent over the road,
nothing between you. So I'd say
when you're going mid 50s on a
skateboard it feels like over 100
in a car." he said.
Speed racing is not for everybody. It requires getting your
body into a tuck, bending down
and trying to minimize as much
of your body as possible it's basically all about aerodynamics. In
order to stop, you must stick

your amis out to the side, letting
the wind hit you square in the
chest. When turning, you must
position yourself into a good
tuck When attempting a 25
mph hairpin turn, the trick is to
bend down, grabbing the board
with one hand and dragging the
other on the ground. You must
then keep yourself balanced and
get back up into a tuck.
So what's the trick to perfecting your skill? Balance? Luck?
"It's a little bit of both," IX'iter
said. "It's practice, lots and lots of
practice."
Deiter should know; he has
been able to go as fast as 55-56
mph while speed boarding and
65-68 mph while streetluging.
Once lie finishes school,
Deiter plans to move back to
Southern California and continue racing. He is hopeful of finding a sponsor that would allow

Tiffin welcomes Dale
the Tony Danza
ByloeBugBee
PULSE WRITER

Throughout the years. Tony
Danza has literally done it all:
boxing, acting, directing, producing and singing.
Wait, singing?
The same guy who played
tough-talking, but lovable characters in shows like "Taxi" and
"Who's the Boss?" actually
sings. Not only does Danza
sing, but he is evidently quite
the crooner.
This evening at the Ritz
Theatre in Tiffin, Ohio, fans will
get to see just how good Danza
croons when he performs
songs off his debut album / he
House I Live In. The album is a
collection of songs Danza grew
up listening to from the likes of
Frank Sinatra to Bing Crosby.
Accompanying Danza will be a
five-piece band.
The aunosphere of the show,
according to Bruce Hannam,
director of the Ritz Theatre, will
be a"Las Vegas" type show.
Hannam said that for those
who are going to see Danza
perform tonight (he also
dances), will be in for a good
time, even though the Theatre
will most likely have more than
a few empty seats. The reason
for lower than expected ticket
sales, Hannam said, is because
it's a "bit of a new genre-a new
shtick for Tony."
"Some people just don't
know what to expect,"
I l.iiin.ini said. As far as the

THURSDAY
WAR OF ALL TIME
0
Island Records

Usually Thursdays are good
days: It's almost the weekend,
it's the night of "Must See TV,"
it's a fun night to get drunk, etc.
But with the band Thursday, it's
the exact polar opposite: anger,
anger, a litdc sadness, and
another hearty helping of
anger.
That voice. The voice of
Thursday is an angry one, no
doubt. But anger, particulariy
on War All Vie Time, is a stale,
no, stagnant, and let's face it: a
pretty lazy approach in trying
to be heard. The music is hard
and uncompromising and
mostly of all, repetitive.
That voice. Singer Geoff
Rickly's voice teeters on the
brink of such hopelessness and
frustration, you wonder if he at
all realizes what he is singing
about. Geoff, you're trying way
too hard to come across as
angst-ridden. We get it, we really do.
On the album's opener, "For
the Workforce, Drowning," he
cries, literally, about "falling
from the top floor/your lungs
fill like parachutes/the windows go rushing by/the people
inside, they're dressed for the
funeral in black white." On
"Division St." sad sack Geoff
sings "I'm repeating 'good-bye'
to the memories/the fever that
will not break the night/is
pouring down/it's not enough

show is concerned, I lannam
said that there will be "a lot of
energy, but light-heancd. It
won't be anything too dramatic." For Danza, who grew up in
Brooklyn idolizing singers like
Sinatra and Crosby, the songs
on House, an album that is
rapidly climbing the adult contemporary charts, are important to him, especially the
album's title track.
"It speaks of who we are and
what we hold dear," Danza
said. Prior to making his
appearance in Tiffin, Danza
made stops in Pennsylvania,
and before that he made had a
stint at the famed Carnegie
Hall in New York City.
So why perform at the Ritz
Theatre in little Tiffin, Ohio?
1 lannam said the Ritz looks
at a wide range of artists and
entertainers and for Danza to
come to the Theatre, all he had
to do was look at the star's popularity.
"There arc a lot of people
who are real Tony Danza fans,"
I lannam said, who expects a
mixed crowd of both young
and old.
" Ibny will bring the type of
entertainment that yes, appeals
to an older audience, but we
think he'll bring in a lot of people who grew up watching him
on IV," I lannam said.
I he show will begin at 8 p.m.
and tickets range from S33-S50.
Contact the Ritz Theatre box
office at 419-448-8544.

to put this out." I low about this
heartwarming little jingle from
"M Shepard": "The stage is set
to rip the wings from a butterfly." Rumor has it that Thursday
will be taking on ladybugs next.
It goes on like this for over 40
minutes: Fast-paced and pissed
off. The break neck speed of
War could be a good thing, but
it just isn't. The boorish nature
of the album, ironically makes
for a slow moving, methodical
sound.
Thursday is proving with War
All the lime, that the angry,
attention-craving style of nu
metal is still kicking, full-force,
non-stop.
God help us all.

■JoeBugBee

MXPX
BEFORE EVERYTHING AND
AFTER
B
ASM Records

MXPX has debuted yet
another new album with a
slightly more mature and dare I
say, put together sound. Before
Everything and After is the
band's 10th album and it
sounds like it, even the cover of
the album looks a bit sexy (to
me anyway). It is not something you would expect from a
band like MXPX.
like most punk bands nowadays, and even stretching back
a full ten years ago, these guys
will remind you ot Blink 182
and Green Day, appealing to
the younger crowds and those
who like to mosh. So, it's hard
to believe they have been doing
this for nine years.

him to travel internationally.
Skateboarding is a popular
international sport. In fan. while
at the Canadian National
Championships, Deiter was
competing not only among
Americans and Canadians, but
also among Brazilians, Chileans,
Mexicans, South Africans,
Germans, French, Swiss and
British.
Also surprising is the age of
most boarders. According to
Deiter, most of the top riders are
in their late 30s, early 40s.
"Out of the top 10 riders in
the world. 8 of them are 38 or
older so I've got a few years," he
said.
11»ik for clips of Deiter and
many other racers in a soon-tobe released D\T) of the
Canadian National
Championship.
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This Saturday night
(Christopher Dale is bringing his
catchy acoustic rock show to
Brewsters in downtown
Bowling Green.
Dale has already made a
name for himself in his hometown of San Diego, California.
I le has been nominated for two
San Diego Music Awards,
which included Best Pop
Album and Best Acoustic.
A female fan originally from
Bowling Green, Ohio, rode a
unicycle a mile and a half during rush hour traffic while on
vacation to San Diego's number one morning radio show
just to request one of
< Christopher Dale's songs.
"He is dedicated and appreciales all of his fans," said Ryan
Biepenbrock, who met
Christopher Dale while in San
Diego is responsible for bringing him to Bowling Green.

MUSIC
INFLUENCES LIFE
Music has been a large pan
of Christopher Dale's life ever
since he was a child. When he
was in elementary school, his
counselor who played guitar
and bass brought in a musician
to play for the students. This
was all the inspiration
(Christopher needed to go
home and pick up a guitar.
When Christopher Dale has
free time, he enjoys going to
elementary schools to play for
the students in hopes of influencing some of them like he
was. It is a really amazing experience. Dale said.
lie loves going into the
schools and sparking an inter-

You may have seen these punkrock/skater guys at the Vans Tour
some summer ago. but now they
are doing bigger and better
things with their (cross your fingers) upcoming mainstream
fame.
If you visit their Web site,
www.mxpx.com, you will find
that not only do they have a creative page designer, but their
music has been anached to
everything from a Public Service
Announcement about drugs to
the 25th anniversary edition of
"National Lampoon's Animal
House."
This new album, Before
Everything and After uses the
same formula that has worked
for MXPX and other punk bands
for years, they sing about love.
.in 11 ii ii i iv and life just plain old
sucking.
But, unless they completely
tried to change their sound,
MXPX album's will probably all
sound alike in some way or
another.
Tracks such as" Everything
Sucks (When You're Gone)" and

in their cause. They are so
wonderful, being college sin
dents and putting this event
together on their own."
Bowden said, "they were the
ones who approached me
about doing this."
Bowden also expects the
event to bring in a lot of
money that will slay within
die community There are
patients right there in
BowlingGreen thai will benefit from the money raised at
the festival." she said.
With some cooperation from
Mother Nature, the festival is
expected to be a great success
by the Kappa Alpha Order,
not only raising money for
the MDA, but bringing
Bowling Green students and
residents together and involving iheni with their coininunilv.

BG
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By Eric Hann

Festival
to raise
funds for
MDA

est with a winger audience,
Biepenbrock said. Christopher
Dale is concerned because he
sees many schools cutting their
music programs.
While growing up Dale was
also influenced by many musicians including F.lton John,
Tom Petty and singer songwriters from the 70s. His parents'
record collection and his
grandfather who played tenor
saxophone and clarinet for a
big jazz band also influenced
his musical style.
Christopher Dale's trademark is his ability to get the
crowd involved while he is performing "People pick my stuff
up pretty quick." Dale said.
When asked what separates

him from other acts like Dave
Mathcws and lohn Mayer he
jokingly said, "radio play and
money."
One of Dale's most memorable moments was when he
was asked 10 sing the National
Anthem at Dodger Stadium for
their Fourth of July Firework
Show. This was a big honor for
(Christopher because he is a
huge Ian of baseball.
It was an incredible experience, Dide said. Another highlight during his carter came
when over a hundred people
showed up to see one of his
shows in Cleveland where he
was relatively unheard of at the
time.
This time around while on
tour Christopher Dide is hoping
to gain even more fans than
before. Also on tour with
Christopher Dale is Brent |.
Dickev, acoustic rock musician.

THE MAN BEHIND THE
MUSIC

for bringing Christopher I dale
to Bowling Green has had
many twists and turns of his
own the past few years.
Ryan Biepenbrock was the
long snapper for the
University's football team.
While attending the University,
Ryan studied biology with a
focus in pre-med and pre-dentistry.
After graduating from the
University, die Buffalo Bills
drafted him as a free agent. lust
before the season started, the
Buffalo Bills decided to let him
goLuckily Ryan had odier interests and plans just in case
things didn't work out as
planned. He is currently
attending the school of dentistry at Ohio State University
where he is currently attending.
"I am very happy I had
something to turn back to."
Biepenbrock said. Ryan has no
regrets about how things
turned out. but he still misses
putting on his brown and
orange football jersey before
playing at lOoyt Perry Stadium.
Ryan met (Christopher Dale
at a bar in San Diego while
watching a band playing that
night. Ryan mentioned to
Christopher how disappointed
he was with the overall band
scene, so Christopher went to
his car, and grabbed one of his
(CDs to give to him.
From this chance encounter
at the bar Ryan and (Chris
became friends. Since then.
Ryan Biepenbrock has been
Irving to help bring
Christopher Dale's music to
more people.

I be man who is responsible

"You Make Me, Me," seem overly
sentimental when you read the
lyrics, but the drums and sound
of lead vocals, make these punk
anthems about the girl in your
life.
To be quite honest, 1 wouldn't
read the lyrics before listening to
the album. Don't even take the
insert out, just sit back and enjoy
another (CD that won't grow old
with age, only the band members will.
- Angela L Gorier

STORY OF THE YEAR
PAGE AVENUE
B
Maverick Records

Story of the Year is one in a
long line of emerging punk
bands trying to break into the
mainstream. With their major
label debut Page Avenue, they
have seemingly done the impossible: use a pop punk sound but

1 A PERFECT CIRCLE
Thirteenth Step
2. THURSDAY
War All The lime
3. SAVES THE DAY
In Reverie
4. NLIL JON
Kings Of Crunk
5. JOHN MAYER
Heavier Things
6. STORY OF THE YEAR
Rage Avenue
7 MXPX
Before Everything
8. DAVID BOWIE
Reality
9.T0M PETTY
Live At The Otympia
10. ERYKAH BADU
Worldwide Underground EP

TOP 5 DVDs
1. "Irreversible"
2. "Family Guy Volume 2"
3. "Family Guy Volume 1"
4. "Spun"
5. "The Simpsons: Treehouse of
Horror"

WFAL FIVE ON THE
RISE
1. THE RAPTURE
"Echoes"
2. BLEEDING THROUGH
"This Is Love This Is Murderous"
3. ELVIS C0STELL0
"North"

one with enough edge and
testosterone behind it to give it
an energy lacking in so much of
today's punk scene.
Not unlike bands like The
Deftones or Glassjaw, Story of
the Year combines soft melodies
with intense screaming vocals.
They do not seem content to
play a syrupy top 40 hit: they
want to bring raw intensity back
into the music scene.
This n leihi id is a dicey proposition, as many can attest to. I
am sure many of us have been to
local clubs and have witnessed
bands diat substitute talent for
energy and believe the quickest
way to get the crowd on your
side is to be obnoxiously loud.
Story of the Year manages to
avoid this pitfall and, for the
most part, the transitions
between melodies and short
bursts of rage seem to fit into the
structure of the music and of the
songs.
However, they do not manage
to avoid the increasing trend to
have lyrics that lack any amount
of nuance or subtlety. It is not

4. MAND0 DIA0
"Bring 'Em In"
5. THURSDAY
"War All the Time"

of nuance or subdety. It is not (hat
the lyrics are terrible they arc just
obvious The group hits you over
the head with their message. What
happened to the days of letting the
lyrics be obtuse and trusting your
audience to figure things out for
themselves? What happened to the
days of "Elementary penguin
singing Hare Krishna, man you
should have seen them kicking
Kdgar Allen Poe."
What the album may be lacking
in lyrical originality, it definitely
makes up for in musicianship and
bringing energy back into die current punk music scene. While
those satisfied with the bubbly
songs of New Found Glory might
find the fits of rage distracting
many listeners will find it refreshing
■Sean Corp
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Services Offered

BIGGEST SPRING BREAK PARTY
Cruise with 100s 01 Students On
The Largest 8 Wildest Student Party
Cruise' Spend 5 Days
In The Bahamas From $279!
Includes Most Meals.
Free Parties. Port Taxes'
Ethics Award Winning Company!
wwwSDringBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386
Reality Spring Break 2004
As seen in
"The Real Cancun" Movie!
Lowest Prices. Free Meals &
Parties Book before Oct 15th'
2 Free Trips For Groups!
1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashlours.com

Pregnant9 Know all the (acts.
Confidential, free testing & support.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Are you looking (or that second
chance? We can help' We do mortgage loans, refinance mobile, small
business/commercial, personal &
debt loans. Bad credit is not a problem. Fast approval, no application
lees. Toll tree 1 -888-638-7859
Prudential Financial
Cavalier male 40 seeks female compassionship. 2andy@toast.net. 419335-6665 419-335-3555. Surprise.
Kick ass all girl band
seeks guitarist!!
Ptease call 419-494-9612.
Learn a skill for life. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com

Wanted
Spring Break 2004 w/ STS. America's #1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring campus reps Group discounts!
800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com

Spring Break-sign up with Student
Express and get FREE fOUnd trip
airline tickets to over 15 International destinations-including AruDa. Dommcan Republic. Costa Rica Caribbean hot spots and more
Why go with anyone else. Limited
offer - call now. Commission rep positions also available 1-800-7873787. www.studenlexpress com

Fm. subleaser needed for Spring
sem Own rm. in 2 bdrm. apt Close
to campus. Call 513-258-5990.
Subleaser wanted. Sterling University Enclave. 1 bdrm. 3 male rmtes. til
May Call Andrea @ 419-270-0826
Subleasers needed immed. 2 Ig.
bdrm. house. Pets allowed. 222
S College 1st floor 419-494-3793

Help Wanted
WINTER AND SPRING BREAK
Ski & Beach Trips on sale now!
www Sunchase com
or call 1-800-SUNCHASE today!

Services Offered
Basic WICCA class
Starts Oct. 4.
www geocities com/spottedredhead
Need a fresh start reguardless of
credit status' Consolidate your
debts Call Credit Union One
toll free 866-475-8024

Bowling Green High School. Junior
Varsity Head Wrestling Coach
Paid position, call Head Coach Matt
Jacobs 419-704-9690 after 6 pm.
Childcare. Mon -Thurs days through
May Academic schedule w/ breaks
otf Ideal for evening/grad student
419-957-3966

Dancers wanted Make great S in a
fun filled atmos No exp necessary.
Call Deia-vu @ (419) 531-0079.

• Ground floor ranch
style apartment with
private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Small pets welcome
• Convenient on-site
parking
man SWAM
JHMin
H

NEED WORK NOW ???
•* Make your own schedule.
5-40 hours per week
•* $llJ!5.Base-appt
/ Cusl. Service/Sales
•• Great lor All Students & Others
/ All ages 18+ Conditions Exist
- Scholarships/Internships avail.
/ Call Now'419-861-6133.
worktorstudents.com np

Management Inc.
A FEW APARTMENTS
LEFT

[9:50]

Once Upon a Time
in Mexico
(1:50)
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ACROSS
1
6
10
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
24
25
26
29
32
33
34
35
36
37

Pearly whites
Lost traction
Wedge shot
Arctic dwelling
Scale down
Greet the judge
Skedaddle
"The African Queen"
screenwriter
Harris and Begtey
Vexed
Leash
Reach an optimum
Steakhouse option
Loose-tilting garment
360-degree view
G-sharp
Wonders count
Charged particle
"The _ of Summer'
Stubble
Stopper

[10:20]

Secondhand Lions
(1:40) 4:30 7:15

[10:00]

716 E. Wooster, I bdrm #2,
410/mo + Elec. Aross from
Campus
OPEN NOW

[9:55]

Schedule is for
Friday 9/26/03 - Thursday 10/2/03
(> denotes Saturday and
Sunday only!
[ J denotes Monday-Wednesday
Other times show everyday'
ThurtdMy It Collegt ID Night
Sign up for ShowTime e-mail*
at Clnemark.com

T<. >WKC CCN'TRt
1234 N. Main St. (Rt. 25)
Bowling GrMn
Mall 419 3544447
Movla Tunes 419-354-0558
www.woodl4nd1c.com

■

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
33
36
37

H

38
39
40
41
43
44
45
46
48
49
52
53
56
57
58
59
60
61

Fate
Hip-hop rapper
Savolr faire
Wispily delicate
Serena, to Venus
Perrier rival
Profusion
Believe in
Speak with one's hands
G-man employer
Phoebe or Phobos
Skedaddle
Conspire
Duel tool
Front half of a griffin
Tree fluids
Squabbles
Greeting-card message

$500' Cars/trucks from 5500 Police
impounds Hondas. Chevys etc For
listing 800-719-3001 ext 4558.

1995 Ford Aspire. 87.000 miles
Automatic 4 door. Excellent condition SI 800 call 419-352-0272.
1996 Camato Z 29. convertible
6 speed 107.000 mi. looks & runs
excellent $9,000 or best offer
Call 419-337-3115.
2001 Harley-Davidson 1200 Sportster Custom. 3400 miles - many extras $8500 OBO 419-354-1353

For Rent

Limited Edition Les Paul silver sparkle top electric guitar with hard case
8 practice amp $400 OBO 5 pc fusion drum kit, sonor, black with cymbals, cymbal mules & hardware.
S500 OBO Call 352-4381

Furnished 1.2 or 3
bedroom apartment.

Sofa and love seat for sale. S75 &
550 or 5100 for pair. Call 352-8956

For Rent

"•04-05 listings available
Office located 316 E Merry #3.
Call 353-0325 9am-9pm.—

INN
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MOVE IN TOMORROW
Studio & 1 bdrm apts Rents from
$320/ mo Call Charing Cross Apts
for your tour (419) 352-0590

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
Furnished or Unfurnished
available immediately
Tenants pay gas and electric.
Starting at $390.00 per month.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE,
INC.. RENTAL OFFICE

(419)354-2260
Located at 319 E. Wooster St.
across Irom Taco Bell

JNPConcerts Si Verso Group Proudly Present

f^Keller Williams

1 & 2 bdrm apts. avil. in serene
park-like setting. Includ. dishwasher,
heat, water. & trash 419-352-6335
1 brdm apartment
Free heat, water & sewer
Call 354-9740

~x=-

3 roommates wanted lor a house.
Rent $270 mo. Split utilities
Call Kim 419-373-6044

Kkl

KK1

KKI

KKI

INN

INN

INN

SfiTURDRV 0CT0B6R
Tickets flvoiloble ot the Stranohon Box Office
fill Ticketmoster Outlets, on line ot Ticketmoster.com,
Boogie Records or phone chorge 419 474.1333

INN

Hillsdale Apl.. 1082 Fairview
2 Bdrm Apts./ one 3 Bdmr Twnh.
Dishwasher - Garbage Disposal.

Where do \ on tiet your hair done in BG?
try

1 1/2 Baths-Washer/Drycr Hookup. BGSU Bus stop.
FEW OPEN NOW

HAIR UNLIMITED
993 S. Main St.

VET >LL V S
4S00 N Det-oit Toledo. OH ' Info line 419 26° 4S0C
ujujujHeodlinersToledo.com

Scama, Kappa
UMSUM tike,

to- c&wi/iaZtclcoU, tnodt tftfkm
on makina. 2x&n\ Xuit foi tAci
Spaina Strm&teA 2.003
RAomh Coli/in
Com/limy 2XM

B/iooie. Jktufy'
AwfKiak
,

fimhtn. Oaky
M} %JL
Bnookt, QuJunan

Amanda MwclntawJiCt
Cdutl MfA
fcn r\uk'

KaAuui Jkadlu,

Kfite, StAicklanct

(Behind Southside Laundromat & Tanning Center)
Management Inc.

Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe

One I Bdrm open
2Bdrm#66&#ll6PV

$5.00 OFF SERVICE

Laundry on site. BGSU bus stop

When you present this ad to:
Rachelle, Tina, Shanna or Denise

OPEN NOW

♦dfEfcCA
Management Inc.

Stop by our Office at
1045 N. Main St.
or check website
www.meccabf.com
for complete listings
for next year.

OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
WALK INS WELCOME OR PHONE

^fin/pia, Jkxjkm&tC

(419)354-STYLE(7895)
.Good through Oct. 22, 2003
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See our coupon menu
in the telephone directory or
about our SPECIALS!

(419)352-5239

•"1 bdrm. apt.. $450/mo. includ. util.
2 blks. from campus, quiet res area
♦ 2nd sem . 2 bdrm apts. avail.,
$450/ mo. Call 353-0325 9am-9pm

LirKiseyBel&Drjuortytln
Lindsey Baker & Adam Wines
I Lindsey Elicfculo. I Mat Coopemder jena Schuster & Mike Ottenbacher I
iMandy Takaw I klndsef Jns^ph
Andrea Humason & Kevin Orlowskil
iRebecca Dab6enana"D»v4Wedwid Kelly Rini & Joe Phillips
I Amber Browning & Eric SWJe
Alexis Kallas & Joe DAmato
I Kiley Fisher, Catie Vtote, S Sonic
Heather Meisner & Josh Sparks
I Jen Leighty & Ben StKtler
Lauren Peresutti & Steve Dutton
[Megan Thompson & Heather Thompson
I Kristin Katakis J Dennis "BUT ftfeply
I The Court Smeftadtes S the* Gentlemen
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Prof, will share turn, house w/other
prof, or grad student 5 bdrm. 2 wb
fireplaces, wooded lot. faces golf
course 5225 mo includ all util. Call
352-5523 Avail Oct 1 & Jan 1st.

Kappa Kappa Gamma
GREEK GODDESSES
2003

INN

Tap trouble
Trailblazer
Happenings
Audible exhalation
Liturgies
Rock gear
Pepsi or Coke
Ragout
Stick-in-the-mud
Healing ointment
fixe (obsession)
Wall St debut
Fan noise

For Rent

For Sale

4 bedrooms. 2 baths
Fore closure only $3000 For listings call 800-719-3001 ext H 584

INN

39
40
42
43
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
54
55

VOTED BEST PIZZA 11 STRAIGHT YEARS

MnnaRcment Inc.

Underworld
(1:20) 4:10 7:00

°

.1

7:35

Cabin Fever
4:40

ECCA

[10:10]

(1:30) 4:20 7:10

■

Hp

RzZCP

Big Ben info
Oh my gosh'
Wapms
Lower digit
Position under scrutiny
Fiery particle
Intertwine
Annoy
Foreordained
Impact hole
Skedaddle
Got II!
Equal
Horse hue
North Carolina
university
Sen groups
Packers quarterback
Broadband provider
In progress
Skedaddle
Oyster discovery
Computer clicker
Incense
Automobile choice
Temporary respite
Column

203 N. Main 1*"g22!
352-5166
J5.00 Minimum
en Weekdays 4P.M. • Lunch Fri.-Sat.-Sun.

For Sale

KKI KKI KKI Kkl

t all .15.1-SHK)

Matchstick Men

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
23

i

H

M '

Volunteer Asst. Wrestling Coaches,
Bowling Green High School.
Contact Head Coach Matt
Jacobs (419) 704-9690 after 6 pm

APARTMEIN

(2:00) 4:50 7:25

i

■

IH

VAN DRIVER-part-time. Provide
transportation to & from social services agency. Must be between the
ages of 21-65, possess a valid Ohio
drivers license & an excellent driving
record. 10-19 hrs./wk Must be available Irom 2-4pm & 5-9pm M-F Salary $7.69/hr. Submit resume and
cover letter to lorl8(a>crc.wcnet.orq
or Children's Resource Center, P.O.
Box 738. Bowling Green. OH 43402

Couch, loveseat, entertainment
center, and reading desk for sale.
419-494-3060

B-VARSITY
SQUARE

Tin EH tut ti BB
The Rundown

■

-

Telephone interview, no selling.
pt-time. occas days, mostly eves
& wkends Relaxed atmos Ilex sen.
In Perrysburg Up to $7.50 hr.
(419)874-5842

99 Volkswagon Jetta Wolfsburg
Edition. 5-speed. Power everything.
AC. 6 CD changer, sunroof.
95.000 miles Hunter Green.
Asking $7,000
Call Kris ©419-378-2003

FREE HEAT

419-353-7715 t=J

.'
'

-

■

.i

•89 Honda Civic 183.000 5850
98 Mazda Protege 70.000 $4600
Call (419) 353-4827 after 6 p.m.

t

1 Home Depot

i

■

Need A.M. childcare, 7 a.m.-9 a.m.
Transportation for 10 yr. old to
Conneaut School 419-353-5798

89 Chevy Corsica 2.8L v6
pw. ps, tilt, sunroof, cd plyr
. 147k. cheap uansportation
51000 obo (419) 353-7027.

N

C.YPOI ANF

Nanny needed tor a 7 mo. old boy.
Thurs alter 1:30 pm until 8:30 pm.
Tues. & Wed. hrs. (flexible). S7.50
hr Must have car Call Annette @
372-0282 or 354-7506 or email,
amahone@bgnet.bgsu.edu

■

PISHN€LLO"S

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

i

Movie Extras/ Models needed
No exp. required.
Earn up to $500-1000/day.
1-888-820-0167ex1. U112

Bartender trainees needed
S250 a day potential Local
positions 1-800-293-3985 ext 541

Clerical Assistant position
Open on campus
See Student Employment

FROM ONLY
$465!

b^-j^

brought to you by

Personals
Travel

The Daily Crossword Fix

Help Wanted

Chum IntjiwA
' iia40

Cash or Checks only, please.
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